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ABSTRACT 

DevOps is changing how organizations deliver software but teams 
using projection based programming environments such as File-
Maker (FM) have a hard time adapting. In FM, code is stored in 
an abstract XML representation within its own FMP12  file format 
instead of in the concrete syntax making it incompatible with 
common DevOps tools. This thesis aims to develop a DevOps tool 
for FM. Based on survey responses from 51 developers 29 specific 
development challenges are identified and become the foundation 
for a common maturity baseline. Evaluation of solutions from rela-
ted work shows that improving only a specific DevOps phase does 
not improve a team’s overall maturity because activities are inter-
related. 4 main DevOps challenges are identified among FM deve-
lopers. From this, 6 functional requirements are derived and the 
tool fmOps was developed. The tool is evaluated on an example 
project using challenge mitigations, process flows, maturity mo-
dels, and how they compare to the defined maturity baseline as 
well as solutions from related work. Facilitating a shared project 
workspace for basic collaborative branching, version control, chan-
ge logging, regression testing, automated deployments, and cen-
tralized monitoring fmOps theoretical improves a team’s DevOps 
maturity. fmOps has been developed as a foundation for further 
development and distribution to other FM developers. However, 
this thesis does not evaluate how the tool would work in practice. 
Instead, this will be a relevant part of future work. Furthermore, 
it should be investigated how automated compartmentalization of 
an FMP12’s XML representation could enable zero-downtime patch 
deployments and real-time code analysis for automated version 
control and change logging. 
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Chapter 1 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The way enterprises deliver software is changing. Market needs are changing 
continuously and technologies changing rapidly. This requires teams to adapt 
to new requirements and deliver quicker. To master the emerging challenges 
teams need to apply a lean and agile approach to the complete software deve-
lopment life cycle (SDLC). Up until now, enterprises have applied a variety of 
processes and tools to optimize software development with the practices of 
Continuous Integration (CI) leaving an increasing gap to the operations side 
of software delivery. Although there has lately been an increasing focus on 
extending CI with Continuous Delivery (CD) and further Continuous 
Deployment (CDE) to automate release and deployment there are still phases 
of SDLC that are lacking optimization for an organization to be fully opti-
mized. This is what DevOps tries to address [1]. Building on lean and agile 
practices, DevOps extends agile principles to the entire software delivery 
pipeline to include optimization of all SDLC phases from planning to monitor-
ing [2]. Because DevOps is a broad term that covers both product-specific pra-
ctices as well as organizational culture and the psychological mindset of peop-
le to follow it, DevOps in this thesis is scoped to only relate to product devel-
opment specific activities.  
 Some development ecosystems can adapt to DevOps easier than others. 
The approach relies on utilization of automation tools to facilitate smooth 
processes through, especially development, testing, and deployment. Most of 
such tools are designed for source code that is stored in its concrete syntax; 
text. However, few or no tools exist to support software that is stored as a 
model; an abstract representation, such as in projection-based programming. 

FileMaker (FM) is a projection based software development ecosystem that 
stores code as an abstract XML representation within its own FMP12 file 
format. This makes software development practices incompatible with com-
mon infrastructures and tools to handle e.g. version control, testing, deploy-
ment and monitoring processes. Instead, FMP12  based software is limited to 
the infrastructures and technologies provided by FM. For instance, FM provi-
des its own integrated development environment (IDE) to facilitate develop-
ment practices and its own server hosting technologies to facilitate deploy-
ment and monitoring.  
 Currently, these infrastructures and technologies lack the necessary 
functionality and automation to facilitate many of the activities involved in 
DevOps. For instance, there exist no functionality in the IDE for testing code 
and the deployment technologies rely on manual processes. The lack of provi-
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ded functionality combined with third party tool incompatibility results in 
inefficient development practices that cannot adapt DevOps. 

The goal of this thesis is to identify challenges and develop a tool that enables 
adaption of DevOps within the FM ecosystem. The tool should facilitate the 
most challenged development processes in such a way that the general Dev-
Ops maturity of a team is improved. Many DevOps activities are interrelated 
and dependent on each other. For instance, deployment is a result of modified 
code that needs to be redistributed. Before pushing an update it is relevant to 
validate the integrity of the code. This is what testing is for. To structure code 
changes version control should be practiced. Thus, these activities are inter-
dependent and improving only a single of them might not result in a general-
ly improved DevOps maturity. Therefore, it might not be sufficient to investi-
gate and address a specific challenge area in depth but rather addressing a 
set of interrelated functionalities that combined facilitate a broader spectrum 
of DevOps activities.  
 Because it will be unrealistic to develop such a tool in depth, it will be 
necessary to assess and define a limitation of each mitigated challenge to en-
sure that the most relevant functionality is prioritized. To guide this, the first 
research question is derived:  

RQ1  
“What are the main DevOps challenges that FM developers face?” 

This question should be answered by professional developers from the com-
munity and will help identify specific requirements for a solution. When a so-
lution has been developed it should be assessed to what extend it has impro-
ved the relevant development practices. This is what the second research 
question aims to answer:  

RQ2 
“How can the developed solution improve  
the general DevOps maturity of a team?” 

  
Because of the time frame, it is not realistic to evaluate the solution based on 
developers’ feedback. Instead, existing maturity models can be used to com-
pare the obtained improvements to a defined common baseline and maturity 
level of proposed solutions from related work. The solution will serve as foun-
dation for further development and evaluation. 

1.1. METHODS AND CONTRIBUTIONS 

I first systematically identify common challenges based on surveying profes-
sional developers. From this, I am able to assess a baseline of current DevOps 
maturity using maturity models. I then investigate how solutions form rela-
ted work has tried to mitigate these challenges and show a visual comparison 
of how this compares to the common maturity baseline. Using this, I derive a 
set of limited functional requirements that adhere to what developers has 
requested in the survey. Then, I develop a solution to meet the requirements 
and evaluate the solution using an example project that goes through the 
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same minimal set of activities that have previously been identified. Next, I 
assess the obtained DevOps maturity improvements using the same maturity 
models that were used to establish a common baseline and the solutions from 
related work. Finally, I compare the assessed maturity of the common baseli-
ne, proposed related work and the developed solution.  
       
 I contribute: 

i. a mapping of specific challenges that FM developers face,  
ii. an assessment baseline of the common DevOps maturity level using 

default provided technologies by FM,  
iii. a maturity assessment of solutions from related work,  
iv. a developer tool consisting of a macOS application and a server-side 

engine that facilitates the most demanded functionalities enabling 
FM developers to practice a decent level of DevOps and 

v. an assessment of how the developed solution compares to the pre-
viously identified baseline and solutions from related work.  

1.2. RESULTS 

In the paper, I identify 29 DevOps challenges related to the minimal set of 
activities for an FMP12 file through its development (e.g. version control), 
testing (e.g. unit testing), deployment (e.g. file transferring and file migra-
tion), operating (e.g. administering hosted software files) and monitoring 
phases (e.g. monitoring server and file statuses). A generally low DevOps ma-
turity rating is derived and serves as a comparable baseline throughout the 
paper. Related work shows that addressing only challenges of a single Dev-
Ops phase does not improve the overall DevOps maturity because all phases 
are interrelated. The developed solution offers a shared workspace that ad-
dresses a broad spectrum of the identified challenges and theoretically im-
proves a team’s overall DevOps maturity by 20-60% in the investigated areas. 
The tool will serve as a foundation for further development.  
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1.3. THESIS STRUCTURE 

This thesis adheres to the following structure: 
• Chapter 2 provides the background for this research. First about Dev-

Ops and maturity models, then on architectural concepts for SaaS and 
lastly an introduction to FileMaker, its architecture and technologies. 

• Chapter 3 identifies common challenges that FM developers face. From 
this, a maturity baseline is derived to be used for comparability throug-
hout the paper. 

• Chapter 4 investigates how solutions from related work have tried to 
mitigate the identified challenges and how each solution has improved 
the overall DevOps maturity.   

• Chapter 5 establishes the scope of functionalities to be addressed in the 
solution. 

• Chapter 6 describes the developed solution, its concepts, UI, functiona-
lity and what mechanisms has been created to mitigate the identified 
challenges. 

• Chapter 7 gives a brief overview of the overall solution architecture 
from a database and business logic perspective. 

• Chapter 8 evaluates the solution based on an example project using 
maturity models and compares to the common baseline and related 
work.  

• Chapter 9 reflects on evaluation validity and implementation issues  
• Chapter 10 describes future improvements. 
• Chapter 11 summarizes and concludes this report.  



2 
Chapter 2 

2.CONTEXT 

2.1. PRE DEVOPS 

Continuous Integration (CI) has been an agile approach for teams to effi-
ciently collaborate for a while [1]. By pushing code changes rapidly while 
heavily relying on automated testing integration conflicts are kept to a mini-
mal. This allows for the software product to always be in a shippable state. 
Continuous Delivery (CD) is an extension of CI by adding triggered auto-
mated deployment. Practicing CI/CD means that besides having automated 
testing a team also has an automated release process with the ability to 
deploy a piece of software with the click of a button [3]. Continuous 
Deployment (CDE) goes a step further than CD. Practicing the combination 
of CI/CDE defines a workflow from development to deployment utilizing as 
much automation as possible [4]. 

2.2. DEVOPS 

Development and Operations (DevOps) is an emerging software industry 
movement to bridge the gap between software development and operations 
teams [4]. Building on top of the traditional agile combination of CI and CD/
CDE DevOps combines CI and CD/CDE and extends the scope to cover the 
total software delivery pipeline [5] as shown in Figure 2.1. This enables 
teams to most efficiently develop and deploy software continuously into pro-
duction environments [4]. 
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Figure 2.1: DevOps symbol
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2.2.1. DEFINITION 

DevOps has been applied and implemented by researchers and organizations 
in various ways. Yet, given that it is a relatively new term there still does not 
exist a common definition [6]. Jabbari et al. [5] have analyzed 44 studies to 
propose a common definition categorizing practices as a set of knowledge 
areas (KA) and sub-knowledge areas (Sub-KA) presented in Table 2.1 below.  

 

2.2.2. MATURITY MODELS 

To evaluate the effectiveness and quality of a process flow we are usually able 
to apply regular capability and maturity models. However, because the Dev-
Ops concept is new there exist few maturity models related to the concept. 

Table 2.1: Proposed definition of DevOps practices [5]
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 Zarour et al. [6] identifies and compares 7 DevOps-related maturity 
models. From the comparison it becomes clear that most models propose a 
five-level rating but that only two are holistic to cover most dimensions of De-
vOps. The article concludes that the maturity model by Bucena et al. [7] is 
the most comprehensive and promising model to build on [6]. The model splits 
the DevOps dimensions into four areas; Technology, Process, People and Cul-
ture. 

 
For each area there are a set of identified practice (IDs) for which levels from 
1-5 are described. Because the scope of this thesis is focused on the product 
specific development practices Table 2.2 only shows the Technology areas. 
The full model can be visited in Appendix. B.1.1. 

Table 2.2 DevOps maturity model (Bucena et al. [7])
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 Although the model by Bucena et al. [7] was proposed as most promi-
sing among the seven compared models it has only been validated within a 
single organization. And, studying the naming and categorization of the diffe-
rent areas might arise confusion. 
 Feijter et al. [8] proposes a model that focus on three areas: 1) Culture 
and Collaboration, 2) Product, Process and Quality and 3) Foundation.  

 
The model is based on research from which 63 DevOps capabilities were iden-
tified [8]. These capabilities are used within the rating system represented by 
letters and represent milestones to aim for. The rating system is weighted 
based on the capabilities because the model can be used to calculate a final 
maturity score based on the achieved levels. For instance, the model weights 
achievement of A in Test automation higher than achieving A in Branch and 
merge. Again, because of the scope of the thesis Figure 2.3 only shows the 
Product, Process and Quality areas. The full model can be visited in Appendix 
B.2.1 and a detailed description of each capability in Appendix B.2.2.  

2.2.3. AUTOMATION PREREQUISITES  

To sum up, the main effort for DevOps to succeed is to make all the involved 
practices of a software project integrated and continuous in a matter that 
enables maximum automation throughout the software delivery pipeline [9].  
 Automation requires standardized concepts and processes and an avai-
lable and standardized toolchain to carry out the involved activities [7]. In 
order for DevOps tools to be effectively applicable the software they handle 
should meet a set of architectural significant requirements (ASRs) [3, 4]: 

• Deployability: a software application should be architected in a way 
that supports continuous zero-downtime releases. Compartmentalizing 
software into distributable and decoupled units is an enabler for this [4].  
Besides system tenancy and Separation of Concerns (SoC), microservi-
ces is an emerging software architecture that increases deployability 
[10]. The three are further elaborated in Section 2.3.  

Table 2.3: DevOps maturity model by Feijter
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• Security: Frequent releases mean activation and deactivation of distri-
buted components. Applications are more vulnerable to external attack-
ers during start-up processes [3] and thus software delivery must pra-
ctice the necessary security standards. 

• Loggability: When a system undergoes changes any useful information 
about the execution has to be logged properly so that it can be used for 
diagnosis and troubleshooting when issues arise [3].  

• Modifiability: DevOps rely on small and quick releases. To support 
that, software should exhibit a high degree of modifiability to allow con-
stant incremental adding of small new features [3]. Like with deployabi-
lity, modifiability is also improved using microservices [10].  

• Monitorability: monitoring is important in various ways; to quickly 
react to sudden issues, gaining insights from tracking business metrics 
and as a newer approach to continuous customer feedback [3].  

• Testability: software testing assures that all releases works as inten-
ded. Proper testability should be architected into software so that it is 
easy for developers to develop and run these tests [3].  

The above criteria can be seen as the non functional requirements for any 
software projects that should adhere to DevOps. 

2.3. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURES 

2.3.1. SYSTEM TENANCY 

In the world of cloud computing and especially Software as a Service (SaaS) 
delivery methods there are several architectural decisions regarding tenancy 
that have to be made. A tenant in SaaS is a customer. In B2B this will often 
be a logical grouping of end-users who share common code, data and process 
instances [11]. There exist three overall architectural patterns; single-tenan-
cy, multi-tenancy and hybrid-tenancy. The choice of tenancy impacts how 
software and data is accessed and stored within a cloud environment between 
multiple tenants and has a direct impact on hosting costs, software maintai-
nability, security and scalability.  
 In a single-tenant architecture each tenant has their own independent 
instance of an application and database and no resources are shared among 
tenants. In a multi-tenant architecture tenants share an application instance, 
while data and processes are only virtually isolated from other tenants. In a 
hybrid-tenant architecture resource sharing and isolation are mixed. In gene-
ral, the architectural patterns are only theoretical and the combinations can 
be many. For instance, a hybrid model could be where all tenants share the 
same instance of the application but each have their own separate instance of 
the database. Figure 2.4 shows three different architectures. To the left is a 
clear single-tenant model. To the right a clear multi-tenant model. In the 
middle, a combination.  
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The choice of tenancy architecture is very dependent on the software and the 
end users. For instance, single-tenancy benefits security and performance but 
has drawbacks in hosting costs and maintainability because several instances 
will have to be hosted and maintained. Multi-tenancy is often preferred for  
B2C SaaS and smaller sized B2B SaaS because hosting costs can be kept 
down and the software is easier to maintain. This is because only a single in-
stance has to be hosted and maintained. If a SaaS product hold large amo-
unts of data or if the amount of concurrent users is high a single-tenant ar-
chitecture might be beneficial for performance. That is because a request to a 
multi-tenant database requires more processing because tenant specific pa-
rameters will have to be passed for the query to filter among all tenants’ data.   

2.3.2. MICROSERVICES 

DevOps benefits from loosely coupled software architectures because it enab-
les fast delivery cycles [12]. An emerging example of this is microservices 
which build on the principles of Service Oriented Architectures (SOA) but 
breaks down architectures and functionality even further into small modular 
units that can be developed, tested and deployed independently [13]. This ea-
ses CI and improves deployability and modifiability [10]. However, the archi-
tecture might not be suited for every software project because it can be very 
expensive and time consuming to build [13]. Figure 2.5 shows the evolution 
from monolith architectures to SOA and microservices.  

 

Figure 2.2: Different tenancy architectures.

Figure 2.3: Difference between monolithic, service-oriented and  
microservice architecture
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2.4. PROJECTIONAL PROGRAMMING 

In most programming environments source code files represent both the edi-
table and storage representation of a system. The source files then have to be 
transformed to an executable representation in order to run. In projectional 
programing the representation of the system is always both stored and edited 
in an abstract and executable representation, often XML [14].  
 Source based programming rely on parser-based editors. Here, develo-
pers type characters into a text buffer. The buffer is then parsed to check 
whether the sequence of characters conforms to a grammar of the specific 
programming language. The parser builds a parse tree, and ultimately, an 
abstract syntax tree (AST) which describes the structure of the software.  
 Projection based programming uses projectional editors which do not 
rely on parsers. When a developer edits code, the AST is modified directly. 
Within the editor a projection engine uses rules to create a representation of 
the AST which is what the developer interacts with. 
 Unlike source based code projectional files cannot be stored in the con-
crete syntax. This has the drawback of making integration with existing in-
frastructures, such as version control systems or merge tools challenging [14]. 

2.5. THE FILEMAKER PLATFORM 

The FileMaker Platform (FM) is a proprietary and license-based rapid appli-
cation development ecosystem created by Claris Inc., an Apple Subsidiary. 
The platform started out as a Database Management System (DBMS) that 
combined UI, business logic and a database engine into a single file format 
and workspace. Although having various limitations the development appro-
ach fills the gap between UI sketching, prototyping and fully functioning 
software. 
 Whereas the initial focus was on building in-house systems for cross-
platform distribution across Windows and macOS the product road map is 
now more focused on development and deployment of mobile and web ap-
plications that integrates emerging technologies. In connection with this Cla-
ris has begun to slowly release more developer tools and APIs enabling devel-
opers to build systems that are no longer limited to technologies within the 
FileMaker ecosystem. 
 The FM ecosystem is targeted towards developers on all experience le-
vels and keep different road maps for each category. New and inexperienced 
developers can quickly build and deploy full functioning and somewhat effici-
ent systems using build-in technologies from the FM ecosystem whereas more 
experienced developers can combine the good from FM with the flexibility 
from other frameworks to cover what FM does badly. For instance, a team of 
experienced developers might use FM to build all from full functioning proto-
types to beta products and complete SaaS solutions. 
 The FM ecosystem consist of software, frameworks, tools and APIs to 
support cross-platform software development and deployment. 
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2.5.1. THE FMP12 FILE FORMAT 

FM follows a Model Driven Software Development approach where software is 
neither edited, stored nor executed as raw source files. Instead, any FM 
software component exist as an FMP12 file. This is regardless of the compo-
nent purpose and deployment target. An FMP12 file can handle UI, business 
logic, the data access layer or a combination of the three. Files can work alone 
or as logically connected to other FMP12  files. Whereas regular software fra-
meworks store source code in text files and parse those into a compiler to cre-
ate an abstract representation from which an executable representation is 
generated FMP12 files solely exist as a abstract representations that can be 
directly edited and executed on the targets that FileMaker support. An 
example of how the projectional format stores and references code as a model 
in XML is shown in Appendix C.1. 

2.5.2. FILEMAKER PRO 

FileMaker Pro (FMP) is the name of the projectional IDE used to handle 
FMP12 files. 
The IDE integrates UI sketching, a script workspace and a relational databa-
se builder. 

• UI is created with Layouts . A layout can be build using a combination 1

of build-in drag-n-drop elements like buttons, text fields, list views, web 
viewers and more. Interaction and styling of build-in elements are hand-
led using Theming through a graphical and user friendly Inspector side-
bar whereas Web Viewers require regular JavaScript and CSS code. Bu-
ild-in elements offer quick UI sketching and creation but lacks dynamic 
element sizing, animations, asynchronous events and more. This is whe-
re Web Viewers can offer more flexibility but longer development time. 

• Business logic code is written as procedural scripts in a Script Wor-
kspace using FM's own projectional programming language. The Script 
Workspace consist of a projectional code editor, a script debugger and a 
data viewer . Unlike object oriented programming languages an im2 -
portant distinction in the FM world is that concepts, hierarchies and 
structures like objects, classes and methods do not exist. Instead, eve-
rything is scripts and code maps directly into persistent data in the da-
tabase without using temporary instantiations like objects. An example 
hereof is shows in Appendix C.2. Scripts support a default library of  
script steps  and functions . Custom functions can be developed within 3 4

the IDE with formulas and custom libraries of script steps can be writ-
ten in C or C++ and installed as plugins . Scripts can call other scripts 5

 https://help.claris.com/en/pro-help/content/layouts-and-reports.html1

 https://help.claris.com/en/pro-help/content/data-viewer.html2

 https://help.claris.com/en/pro-help/content/script-steps-reference.html3

 https://help.claris.com/en/pro-help/content/functions-reference.html4

 https://help.claris.com/en/pro-help/content/custom-plug-ins.html5

https://help.claris.com/en/pro-help/content/functions-reference.html
https://help.claris.com/en/pro-help/content/data-viewer.html
https://help.claris.com/en/pro-help/content/custom-plug-ins.html
https://help.claris.com/en/pro-help/content/script-steps-reference.html
https://help.claris.com/en/pro-help/content/layouts-and-reports.html
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either from the local file or from other distributed FMP12 files that the-
reby function as subscripts. 

• The data model is based on a relational database. Tables and fields can 
be created and relationships between tables using keys can be mapped 
through an interactive Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD) . The ERD 6

can connect tables from the local file as well as from other distributed 
FMP12 files.  

• FMP12  files are required to be encrypted using a provided AES-256 En-
cryption at Rest (EAR) technology  before they can be hosted on File7 -
Maker Server (FMS). 

2.5.3. FILEMAKER SERVER 

FileMaker Server (FMS) is the database server that the FM ecosystem uses 
for hosting FMP12  files to clients. FMS can be installed on servers or virtual 
machines running Linux, Windows or macOS. 
FileMaker Cloud (FMC) is the name of a PaaS offering from Claris Inc. offe-
ring teams to outsource configuration and maintenance of their FM environ-
ment. The technical implementations and focus of this thesis is FMS because 
it offers most flexibility in architecture and available APIs. 
 FMS can be configured to act as a standalone server or to act as a clu-
ster of multiple connected servers. FM teams might use multiple independent 
servers (with FMS installed) for different aspects of DevOps. For instance, a 
team may have a single dedicated servers for development and testing to 
avoid errors having an impact on systems used in production. 
  
The components of FMS are: 

• Web Server handles https connections between clients (e.g. the FMP 
IDE) and hosted FMP12 files. 

• Web Publishing Engine provides a service called WebDirect (WD) 
which is the default front-end technology used for presenting web ap-
plications. WD reads UI elements from Layouts and auto generates  
HTML, CSS and JS using Vaadin . 8

• Database Server hosts FMP12 files and can perform asynchronous 
server-side scripts through an FMS Script Engine.  

• Admin Console (AC) is the default web interface for configuring and 
administrating FMS as well as operating and monitoring hosted files 
and connected clients. AC runs in a web browser and is individual per 
FMS.   

As shown below, FMS can be deployed in various combinations. A single 
server machine can be used as a master to host all components while multiple 
machines can be used in a cluster. In a cluster, there will be a single master 

 https://help.claris.com/en/pro-help/content/working-relationships-graph.html6

 https://support.claris.com/s/article/Using-Encryption-At-Rest-EAR-functionality-7

with-FileMaker-products-1503693029211?language=en_US
 https://vaadin.com8

https://help.claris.com/en/pro-help/content/working-relationships-graph.html
https://support.claris.com/s/article/Using-Encryption-At-Rest-EAR-functionality-with-FileMaker-products-1503693029211?language=en_US
https://support.claris.com/s/article/Using-Encryption-At-Rest-EAR-functionality-with-FileMaker-products-1503693029211?language=en_US
https://support.claris.com/s/article/Using-Encryption-At-Rest-EAR-functionality-with-FileMaker-products-1503693029211?language=en_US
https://vaadin.com
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machine handling the Database Server and multiple worker machines to 
handle their respective Web Publishing Engine and Web Server. 

  

 

2.5.4. FILEMAKER APIS, CLIS AND IOS SDK 

• The Data API (D-API) [15] is a RESTful application programming inter-
face for communicating with hosted FMP12 files on FMS using code. This 
is what enables FMP12 files to become independent microservices. 

• The Admin API (A-API) [16] is a RESTful application programming in-
terface for communicating with FMS Admin Console (AC) using code in 
stead of through a web browser.  

Figure 2.4: Single-machine FMS architecture.

Figure 2.5: Multi-machine FMS architecture.
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• The Admin CLI (A-CLI) is a command-line interface for communicating 
with FMS Admin Console (AC) using system level scripts or SSH instead 
of through a web browser.  

• The Data Migration Tool (DMT) [17] is a command-line tool for migrat-
ing data between two FMP12 files. It is the recommend mechanism for  
moving data during DTAP phases and update rollouts . 

• The Custom App Upgrade Tool (CAUT) [18] is a command-line tool for 
applying schema, layout, or script changes to FMP12 files. Currently, it 
is in developer preview and not suited for production. 

2.5.5. COMMUNICATION STANDARDS 

fmp12 files can communicate with other FMP12 files in order to run subscripts 
or return data from other FMP12 files. It can do this in two different ways: 

• As a logical connection using FM’s External Data Source (EDS) fun-
ctionality developed with the somewhat outdated CORBA technology 
using the GIOP protocol on port 5003. Supporting both local and remote 
network paths this establishes a direct binding between multiple locally 
or remotely distributed FMP12 files.  

• As independent sources following a more modern restful API approach 
via https cURL calls to FM's Data API. Here, all responses are retur-
ned as JSON. 

2.5.6. COMMON DEPLOYMENT PRACTICES 

Five different deployment methods are commonly practiced among FM devel-
opers. Of those are Live Development and DMT the most popular (see Appen-
dix D). 

• Live Development is the practice of directly editing the hosted FMP12 
file without taking it down from the hosted production FMS instance. It 
is the fastest deployment method but has serious quality implications 
and is not recommended (see Appendix D.1). 

• DMT is a CLI tool that can be used to migrate data from one file to ano-
ther. It is the recommended method for pushing updates and suggest a 
workflow where modifications are made to a copy that then replaces the 
production file. The DMT migrates all data from the old version to the 
new (see Appendix D.5). Throughout the paper DMT will be referred to 
as this migration process.  



3 
Chapter 3 

3.CURRENT DEVOPS PRACTICES 

In this section I will systematically analyze the challenges traditionally asso-
ciated with FM during the phases of DevOps. These findings are partly based 
on survey responses from professional FM developers. First, identified pro-
cess flows will show the current common practices for how developers interact 
with FM technologies. Next, specific challenges will be identified and mapped 
through a minimal set of generalized DevOps activities. In this thesis, as 
mentioned, the scope of DevOps is narrowed down to practices directly rela-
ted to product development and maintenance. This is, how FMP12 files are ac-
cessed, structured, modified, deployed, updated and monitored.  
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3.1. SURVEY PARTICIPANTS 

A survey has been developed to identify how FM developers work with FM 
technologies and how they interpret their current development practices. The 
survey questions and summarized conclusions can be found in Appendix E.  
 All participants except a single one are professional developers. The 
survey was created and shared using Google Forms. It was shared within the 
official Claris Community forum  which has 8,032 professional developers as 9

well as within the two largest FM related LinkedIn groups  with respectively 10

2,262 and 2,217 members. It is assumed that all developers in the LinkedIn 
groups are also part of the official claris community forum and that most of 
the developers in the LinkedIn groups are part of both.  
 I received 51 responses originating primarily from Europe and USA. 
The general experience level is high. 27% have between 1-10 years of experi-
ence, 38% between 11-20 years and 35% more than 20 years (see Appendix 
E.2.3). Yet, 22% responds that they do not know what “DevOps” is (see Ap-
pendix E.2.8). All questions were optional and multiple answers could mostly 
be chosen. Therefore, percentage distributions mostly extend 100%. 

3.2. CURRENT DEVOPS PROCESSES 

This section visualizes how developers currently interact with the provided 
toolchain. The common process flows are based on survey responses from FM 
developers (see Appendix E), a Claris DevOps webinar [19] and Claris docu-
mentation.  
 For simplicity, the scope of interaction is set to how a developer modi-
fies, tests, deploys, updates, operates and monitors a single FMP12 file. To de-
monstrate the types of interaction Table 3.1 maps activity categories to sym-
bols that will be used throughout the report. 

Activity category Symbol

Development (modification of FMP12 file)

Testing (regression testing)

Deployment (cloning, moving and decrypting FMP12 file)

Migration (updating deployed FMP12 file)

Operation (activating and deactivating files and administrating FMS)

Monitoring (files and clients)

Local communication

Remote communication

Table 3.1: Mapping of activity categories and color representations.

 https://community.claris.com/en/s/9

 https://www.linkedin.com/groups/126791/ and https://www.linkedin.com/groups/4589925/10

https://community.claris.com/en/s/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/126791/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/4589925/
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The two most commonly practices deployment methods are Live Development 
and Data Migration Tool (DMT) (see Appendix E.2.14). They will now each be 
visualized. 

3.2.1. LIVE DEVELOPMENT 

Most developers practice Live Development (see Appendix D.1), which, as the 
title says, means that development is done directly on the hosted production 
file on FMS. This has serious quality implications [19], but the visualization 
of the proposed DMT method in Figure 3.1 makes it clear why most develo-
pers prefer this method.  

 

Because development is done directly on the file in production there is no 
need for a development server and the deployment process is completely 
avoided. Therefore, the interaction is visually very simple. FMS is operated 
and monitored through the Admin Console (AC), which is integrated into 
FMS and accessible through a web browser. Development is done via a direct 
EDS binding between FMP and the hosted FMP12 file.  

3.2.2. DMT 

DMT is the proposed method and best practice for deploying and updating 
hosted FMP12 files (see Appendix D.5). However, as Figure 3.2 shows the pro-
cess and interaction becomes significantly more complex compared the inter-
action for Live Development. The more advanced FM Developers who are com-
fortable using CLI tools and FM’s backend APIs tend to prefer DMT. 

Figure 3.1: High-level visualization of the common Live Development deployment method.
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Although development is now separated from the production server, there is  
no efficient way of moving files between servers which lead to many manual 
steps.  
 Figure 3.3 dives into a more detailed view of the DMT method. While 
the detailed view is yet a simplified visualization more components would 
make the illustration too hard to understand. It is however not necessary to 
understand the specific interactions, but being exposed to the complexity is 
an important part of understanding the current DevOps problems in FM.  
  

 

What currently results in DMT being complex is that developers practice 
multiple methods for similar functionality (see Appendix E.2.14 and Appen-
dix E.2.15). As examples, a and b represents two different ways of accomplis-
hing similar functionality.  

Two commonly practiced methods for deployment (red) are: 
a. download the file from AC on the DEV FMS via a browser and upload 

it to the PROD FMS through FMP’s upload assistant.  
b. to copy the file from DEV to PROD through a remote desktop applica-

tion. Copying the file from DEV to PROD will pass the file through the 

Figure 3.2: High-level visualization of the recommended DMT deployment method.

Figure 3.3: Mid-level visualization of the recommended DMT deployment method.
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developer’s PC and might thus be a time-consuming process depending 
on file size and network bandwidth. However, the biggest concern of 
this method is that it cannot be automated. 

In the DMT deployment method, developers migrate data from one file to 
another as part of the update process. They copy the DEV file to the PROD 
server using either (red) a or b and then they utilize DMT through CLI via a 
remote desktop application (orange). 

Two commonly practiced methods for operating files and servers (blue) are: 
a. Through FMS AC where developer can administrate FMS, server 

schedules and activate and deactivate files and clients. 
b. Through the FMS's Admin CLI (A-CLI) using a remote desktop appli-

cation. Here, developers can perform most of the same functionality as 
for AC. 

To monitor FMS, files and clients developers will have to log in to AC on eve-
ry server that they operate (purple). This could result in many simultaneous 
browser tabs if a team operates many different servers. 
 The complexity of DMT is partly the reason why collaborative develop-
ment with more than a single developer is hard to practice. Furthermore, 
having more than a single PROD server currently duplicates the amount of 
required interaction because every installation of FMS acts independently 
and there are no central system to operate nor monitor multiple servers from. 
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3.3. CURRENT DEVOPS CHALLENGES 

Based on the performed survey and an official DevOps webinar this section 
identifies the minimal set of activities and their related challenges required 
for an FMP12  file from development through monitoring. To define specific 
activities the general DevOps practices, maturity models and success criteria 
strategies mentioned in Section 2.2 are used. The phases of DevOps are limi-
ted to the scope introduced in Section 1. Identifying a broad set of challenges 
is the first step towards specifying functional requirements for the solution. 
The complete set of identified challenges will serve as the foundation for 
establishing a common DevOps maturity assessment baseline. Hence, the 
goal is not to address all the identified challenges in the solution but to 
establish a baseline for measurement and comparability of related work and 
the evaluation of the developed solution.  
 Because there is no definite definition of DevOps practices nor maturity 
assessment there are no generalized categories for specific DevOps activities. 
Therefore, for the sake of simplicity and future comparability the scoped acti-
vities have been remapped into categories of the general DevOps flow model’s 
phases shown in Section 2.1.  

3.3.1. PLAN (PL) 

The planning phase is outside the scope of the investigated practices because  
it is not related to practices within FM. Many tools exist for handling agile 
project management, planning, issue tracking and sprints. 

3.3.2. CODE (CO) 

82% of the developers use FM to develop SaaS (see Appendix E.2.5). For a 
vertical market, tenancy is important to isolate data between customers. 
However, architecting software tenancy is done on an ad hoc basis 
because there exist no architectures or structures to guide tenancy 
design (CO.1) and following principles of SoC is hard because there 
exist minimal best practices and no architectural structure or con-
ventions for separating software parts by concerns (CO.2). For instan-
ce, hierarchical code structures like classes and methods do not exist. Instead, 
procedural scripts can be developed to call other scripts. Also, UI, business 
logic and data are not file format specific. An FMP12 file can contain all or any. 
Many FM developers are not aware of the efficiency and simplicity that SoC 
offers resulting in 60% of developers only using a single FMP12  file for their 
software solutions (see Appendix E.2.10). 
 When a team wants to develop a new feature or fix a bug in a hosted 
FMP12  file, this can be archived in various ways. The different methods are 
closely related to the deployment method which is described in Appendix D. 
Assuming that the team follows the recommend deployment method, they 
will develop the changes in a copy DEV of the hosted file PROD. Some devel-
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opers prefer to develop on a local DEV copy on their own machine, but most 
teams use FMS to host their DEV file which allows for collaborate modifica-
tions. In all cases, the PROD file has to be manually downloaded via 
AC or copied to a desired development location using a third party 
technology (CO.3). The download process is similar to the upload process 
further covered in Section 3.2.6. 

 

With a copy of the PROD file as shown in Figure 3.4 the UI (Layouts), busi-
ness logic code (scripts) and the date model (database) can be modified 
through the IDE. However, because of the missing structures and conventions 
mentioned in (CO.2) structuring code is hard because no hierarchical 
rules, coding conventions nor best practices exist. (CO.4). 18% of the 
developers responds that they enjoy the total freedom in not having to follow 
provided structures and conventions while 12% responds that they wish there 
were more. In between are 70% of which 26% leans towards enjoying no 
structure and 18% towards more structure. 29% do not seem to care. (see Ap-
pendix E.2.9). 
 Code can be documented using comments but no conventions exist. Alt-
hough a few best practices have been provided by the community, most devel-
opers still seem to struggle deciding on a unified way (see Appendix E.2.11). 
Hence, documenting code is a manual ad hoc process because no code 
documentation conventions are provided (CO.5). 
 As a result, and combined with the FMP12’s incompatibility with com-
mon tools it forces teams to build their own change logging tools either inside 
or outside of their solution (see Appendix E.2.11). Thus, managing a chan-
gelog is a manual ad hoc process because no tools are compatible and 
few best practices exist (CO.6). Related, it is hard to support code qua-
lity monitoring and analysis practices (CO.7) because of tool incompati-
bility [14].  
 Many projects consist of multiple FMP12 files (see Appendix E.2.10), but 
no infrastructure other than the technology to host and connect files exist for 
structuring them. Many developers use folders to create repository-like infra-
structures to separate files, for instance by project, group of end users, state 
(development, testing and production), by concern (for instance, UI and data-
base) or by version, but managing repositories and folders is a manual 
ad hoc process because no naming conventions, structures nor best 
practices exist (CO.8).  

Table 3.2 summarizes the identified challenges in the CODE phase.  

Figure 3.4: Downloading copy of PROD
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3.3.3. BUILD (BU) 

Because FMP12  files are stored in an executable abstract representation no 
compilation or other build related operations are necessary. However, In rela-
tion to the FMP12’s tool incompatibility mentioned above implementing ver-
sion control is a manual ad hoc process (BU.1) that teams often solve by 
manually managing a version number in the filename, having a global vari-
able within the business logic of the file or using folders (see Appendix 
E.2.12). “We need to standardize our approach, and tie it in with documenta-
tion, testing and automation. FM now has enough tools to let us do this but 
there is considerable work needed to get it all in place” (Participant no. 47, 25 
years of experience, operating 100+ projects and 50+ servers). Interestingly 
however, 30% of developers report that they do not have the need for version 
control. This could be due to them practicing the Live Development deploy-
ment method which is described in Section 3.2.1.  

Table 3.3. shows the identified challenge. 

3.3.4. TEST (TE) 

An important part of continuous integration is automated testing. However,  
no default technology within the IDE address testing of scripts other than the 
debugger. As a result, only few developers practice testing (see Appendix 

ID Challenge

CO.1 Architecting software tenancy is done on an ad hoc basis because there exist no 
architectures or structures to guide tenancy design

CO.2 Following principles of SoC is hard because there exist minimal best practices and no 
architectural structure or conventions for separating software parts by concerns

CO.3 The PROD file has to be manually downloaded via AC or copied to a desired develop-
ment location using a third party technology

CO.4 Structuring code is hard because no hierarchical rules, coding conventions nor best pra-
ctices exist

CO.5 Documenting code is a manual ad hoc process because no code documentation conven-
tions are provided

CO.6 Managing a changelog is a manual ad hoc process because no tools are compatible and 
few best practices exist

CO.7 Hard to support code quality monitoring and analysis practices

CO.8 Managing repositories and folders is a manual ad hoc process because no naming con-
ventions, structures nor best practices exist

Table 3.2: Identified challenges in the DevOps CODE phase

ID Challenge

BU.1 Implementing version control is a manual ad hoc process

Table 3.3: Identified challenges in the DevOps BUILD phase
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E.2.13). 67% of the developers practice testing by only using the debugger and 
19% by only manually testing functionality in the live software. Some develo-
pers state that they want to implement regression testing but either do not 
know how it could be achieved or think it requires too much effort [19]. Hen-
ce, testing scripts is a manual and ad hoc process because no techno-
logy, structures nor best practices exist (TE.1). "It would be great to 
have automated testing capabilities” (Participant no. 25, 30 years of experien-
ce, operating 5 projects and 5 servers).  

Table 3.4 lists the challenge. 

3.3.5. RELEASE (RE) 

Before deploying an FMP12 project there are often several pre-processing acti-
vities involved [19]. Depending on how files are structured and named file-
names often have to be manually edited (RE.1) to be compatible with 
the production environment. For instance, if a project consist of multiple files  
that are interconnected through EDS the link gets destroyed if a file name 
changes. For instance, if version control is practiced through file names, a 
new version will have a new file name that the other files will not be able to 
find. Depending on how a team handles change logging versioning, release 
notes have to be documented manually (RE.2) because no ticketing nor 
issue tracking systems are compatible with the FMP12 format. 
 Further, if an FMP12 file is released to update an existing hosted one the 
hosted version will have to be deactivated before it can be replaced. This is a 
problem if clients are connected and using the software. While the deactiva-
tion could force all clients to disconnect this might result in users loosing 
unsaved work and does not follow good software availability practices. Thus, 
the team should plan and possibly notify users about a future down-
time (RE.3).  

The challenges are summarized in Table 3.5. 

ID Challenge

TE.1 Testing scripts is a manual and ad hoc process because no technology, structures nor 
best practices exist

Table 3.4: Identified challenges in the DevOps TEST phase

ID Challenge

RE.1 Filenames often have to be manually edited

RE.2 Release notes have to be documented manually

RE.3 The team must plan and possibly notify users about the downtime

Table 3.5: Identified challenges in the DevOps RELEASE phase
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3.3.6. DEPLOY (DE) 

The deployment phase is currently where most FM developers are challenged 
(see Appendix E.2.14). Like with the challenges of change logging and version 
control, the deployment process is heavily complicated by the FMP12  file for-
mat’s incompatibility with common DevOps tools [19]. As witnessed in the 
process visualization in Section 3.1, Live Development is the most popular 
deployment method (see Appendix D.1) and even though it has quality impli-
cations it is often actively chosen over recommend methods. The reason being 
that these are often considered too advanced for many FM developers who 
have adopted the FM ecosystem for its simplicity and rapid development ap-
proach: “Because deployment is complex I have worked on live files with hig-
her risk but greater responsiveness" (Participant no. 31, 25 years of experien-
ce, operating 5 projects and 5 servers). 
 The currently recommended method is to use DMT but as this section 
identifies it adds significantly more steps to the deployment process, requires 
manual command-line work and many FM developers find it hard to automa-
te. “We need automated migration so we would never need to work in live prod 
files” (Participant 27, 28 years of experience, operating 30 projects and 4 ser-
vers) (see Appendix E.2.14).  
 Assuming that we want to push an update to an existing hosted file, the 
deployment process using DMT requires a minimal set of 9 steps. For this 
example we will refer to the currently hosted file as PROD and the new ver-
sion to be deployed DEV. Assuming that our FMP12 holds both code and data, 
the DEV file has the most recent code and is thus green. The data is either 
sample data or outdated data and is orange.  
 To start the deployment, the DMT requires the DEV to be a clone, 
which is a copy that contains all the field definitions, tables, layouts, scripts, 
and page setup options, but none of the data [17]. A DEV file that is locally on 
a developer’s PC can be cloned using FMP. A DEV that is hosted on FMS can 
either be downloaded via AC and then cloned through FMP or otherwise di-
rectly cloned via A-CLI or triggering an FMS backup schedule. Either way, 
cloning DEV is a manual process (DE.1).  

 
As shown in Figure 3.5 the clone only holds the updated code and no data, 
and DEV is now ready to be uploaded to the server that hosts the PROD as 
shown in Figure 3.6.  

Figure 3.5: Clone process of DMT
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Uploading DEV can be achieved in various ways. 58% of developers copy files 
using a remote desktop application and 46% downloads the DEV from AC to 
their local machine and then uploads it via FMP’s uploading assistant to the 
destination FMS. Some developers also use FTP clients or SCP via CLI, but 
all current uploading practices require manual work and there is no 
provided functionality to move files between FMS installations 
(DE.2). “Admin console is incomplete; moving databases to/from servers and 
backups is clunky and requires OS level tools” (Participant no. 47, 25 years of 
experience, operating 100+ projects and 50+ servers). 
 In order to start the migration process the hosted PROD file needs to be  
deactivated and made inaccessible to clients. Before PROD can be deacti-
vated, the team will either have to wait until no clients are con-
nected or have to manually disconnect connected clients via AC, A-
CLI or A-API (DE.3). When no clients are connected, PROD will have to 
be manually deactivated through either AC, A-CLI or the A-API 
(DE.4). Now, both the DEV clone and the inactive PROD is ready for migra-
tion. However, performing DMT can only be done manually through 
CLI (DE.5) [17] on the PROD server. This migrates the data from PROD into 
the DEV clone as shown in Figure 3.7:  

 
“If it could be automated that'd be grand. We had so many issues with having 
to tweak huge data files […]” (Participant no. 19, 5 years of experience, ope-
rating 3 projects and 2 servers). If the migration was successful, the DEV file 
now holds both the most recent code and data. To check whether the DMT 

Figure 3.6: Upload process of DMT

Figure 3.7: Migrate process of DMT
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was successful, a developer has to manually review the DMT log after 
the process has finished because log capture is not done by default 
(DE.6) [19]. If so, DEV can now replace the old PROD and become the new 
PROD as shown in Figure 3.8.  

 
Many teams prefer to backup the old PROD before replacing it. However, ba-
cking up PROD can only be performed manually by either copying 
the file to another directory or trigger an FMS backup schedule 
(DE.7) via AC, A-CLI or A-API. This is further elaborated in Section 3.3.7. 
 The DEV has now become the new PROD and in order to publish it to 
be accessible by clients it needs to be activated on FMS. Activating a file on 
FMS can only be manually triggered via AC, A-CLI or A-API (DE.8). 
Depending on whether the file is opened through AC, A-CLI or A-API the 
EAR decryption password is required to be manually entered or pas-
sed as parameter (DE.9).  

Table 3.6 summarizes the identified challenges in the DEPLOY phase. 

Figure 3.8: Replace process of DMT

ID Challenge

DE.1 cloning DEV is a manual process

DE.2 all current uploading practices require manual work and there is no provided functio-
nality to move files between FMS installations

DE.3 Before PROD can be deactivated, the team will either have to wait until no clients are 
connected or have to manually disconnect connected clients via AC, A-CLI or A-API

DE.4 PROD will have to be manually deactivated through either AC, A-CLI or the A-API

DE.5 Performing DMT can only be done manually through CLI

DE.6 a developer has to manually review the DMT log after the process has finished because 
log capture is not done by default

DE.7 Backing up PROD can only be done by manually by either copying the file to another 
directory or trigger a FMS backup schedule via AC, A-CLI or A-API

DE.8 Activating a file on FMS can only be manually triggered via AC, FMS CLI or FMS A-
API

DE.9 the EAR decryption password is required to be manually entered or passed as parame-
ter

Table 3.6: Identified challenges in the DevOps DEPLOY phase
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3.3.7. OPERATE (OP) 

FMS requires a dedicated server or VM. 94% of developers operate and admi-
nistrate FMP12  files through AC through a web browser. 41% reports that 
they use the A-CLI which either requires an SSH connection or a remote 
desktop connection. 35% use the A-API (see Appendix E.2.7) but only 6% sta-
tes that they have build own tools to optimize their processes (see Appendix 
E.2.14). Often, teams administrate multiple servers, and the survey results 
shows wide variations. While 6% stated that they do not operate any servers 
themselves the majority of 57% operate 1-5 servers, 14% 6-10 servers and 
12% 11-30 servers. However, 10% stated more than 30 servers — the highest 
being 150 (see Appendix E.2.16). To sum up, FMS can only be operated 
manually and individually through separate AC browser windows, A-
CLI clients or A-API calls (OP.1). 
 Having no central hub to control files, clients and servers require use of 
other third-party tools to handle communication and to keep developers up-
to-date in the CODE phase because there is no central project organiza-
tion or team transparency of what is going on (OP.2).  
 Within FMS file operations and automations can be configured by ma-
nually setting up schedules in AC. As an example, to have an automated 
backup routine for a specific file or a group of files a specific backup 
schedule must be manually created for these in AC (OP.3). This would 
be okay for static file names, but because many teams practice version control 
by embedding the version number in the filename (see Appendix E.2.12) a 
single file backup schedule will have to be manually edited in AC 
every time the file name changes (OP.4).  

Table 3.7 summarizes the challenges associated with the OPERATE phase.  

3.3.8. MONITOR (MO) 

Monitoring FMS; the server hardware resources, hosted files and connected 
clients can, like operating, only happen on a per server basis. However, 12% 
of the developers use a tool called Zabbix and 8% have build their own tool. 
Yet, 65% of the developers only use AC through a browser for every FMS in-
stance (see Appendix E.2.17). Using default provided technologies FMS can 
only be monitored manually and individually through AC browser 
windows or A-API (MO.1). If the team suddenly have to respond to a cor-

ID Challenge

OP.1 FMS can only be operated manually and individually through separate AC browser 
windows, A-CLI clients or A-API calls

OP.2 no central project organization or team transparency of what is going on

OP.3 to have an automated backup routine for a specific file or a group of files a specific ba-
ckup schedule must be manually created for these in AC

OP.4 a single file backup schedule will have to be manually edited in AC every time the file 
name changes

Table 3.7: Identified challenges in the DevOps OPERATE phase
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rupted file or it is needed to roll back to a previous version of a file a 
backup file will have to be manually fetched via AC or a remote ba-
ckup folder using a remote desktop application (MO.2). Obtaining in-
sights of FMS operations FMS log files are only manually downloadable 
through each FMS’ AC browser window (MO.3).  

The challenges are summarized in Table 3.8.  

ID Challenge

MO.1 FMS can only be monitored manually and individually through AC browser windows or 
A-API

MO.2 To roll back to a previous version of a file, a backup file will have to be manually fet-
ched via AC or a remote backup folder using a remote desktop application

MO.3 FMS log files are only manually downloadable through each FMS’ AC browser window

Table 3.8: Identified challenges in the DevOps MONITOR phase
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3.4. SUMMARIZED DEVOPS CHALLENGES 

To summarize the current practices the minimal set of activities can be map-
ped with its challenges. To simplify mapping overview and comparability 
Table 3.9 generalizes the identified challenges into three overall concerns: 
Lack of System Structure (SS), Process Efficiency (PE) and Tool Compatibility 
(TC). 

Challenge generalization Area of Concern

Lack of structure and conventions System Structure (SS)
Manual, time consuming, error-prone and unscalable process Process Efficiency (PE)
Lack of compatible tools to perform activity Tool Compatibility (TC)

Table 3.9: Derived generalized challenge areas

ID Activity Challenge Area

CO.1 Tenancy architecture SS
CO.2 Software architecture SS
CO.3 Branch file for development PE
CO.4 Structuring code SS, TC
CO.5 Documenting code SS, PE, TC
CO.6 Managing change log SS, PE, TC
CO.7 Code quality monitoring TC
CO.8 Managing folders/repositories SS, PE

BU.1 Version control SS, PE, TC

TE.1 Regression testing SS, PE, TC

RE.1 Re-naming file SS, PE
RE.2 Documenting release notes SS, PE, TC
RE.3 Preparing for file downtime PE

DE.1 Cloning DEV file PE
DE.2 Uploading DEV file PE
DE.3 Disconnecting clients from PROD file PE
DE.4 Deactivating PROD file PE
DE.5 Migrating DEV file PE
DE.6 Reviewing migration log PE, TC
DE.7 Backing up old PROD file PE
DE.8 Activating new PROD file PE
DE.9 Decrypting new PROD file PE

OP.1 Operating FMS, files and clients PE, TC
OP.2 Team transparency TC
OP.3 Creating FMS schedules PE
OP.4 Maintaining FMS schedules PE

MO.1 Monitoring FMS, files and clients PE, TC
MO.2 Recovering file to previous version PE
MO.3 Downloading FMS log files PE

Table 3.10: Summarized identified DevOps challenges using default FM practices.
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3.5. CURRENT MATURITY ASSESSMENTS 

From the process visualizations in Section 3.2 and the above summarized 
challenges in Table 3.10 this section aims to assess the general DevOps ma-
turity of the current common practices just visited. Having defined the cur-
rent maturity as a visualized common baseline will help future maturity 
comparison. To do it, the two maturity models described in Section 2.2.2 can 
be applied. In that section the two models where narrowed in to focusing on 
product and process related areas. Now the models are narrowed in even 
further to only focus on the areas that concern the observed challenges. An 
important disclaimer is that the the rating systems cannot be compared be-
tween the two models. 

3.5.1. DEVOPS ASSESSMENT BY FEIJTER 

Table 3.11 shows the current DevOps assessment using the relevant areas of 
Feijter’s model. It is apparent that there is vast room for improvement in the 
areas of concern. Besides the build automation which is implicit in the 
FMP12 formats architecture the model shows that only the deployment area 
is minimally acceptable which is mainly because of AC. 

To reach capability A in Branch and merge version control must be practiced. 
As identified, version control is not properly practiced, but because some de-
velopers at least try the result becomes 1. 
 As earlier mentioned, the build process of FMP12  files are irrelevant 
because modifications are made directly to the internal model and no compi-
lation is required. Therefore, Build automation reaches level 5 because it 
complies with the capability C that requires that the software is always 
checked to verify a working piece of software. This is a benefit of the abstract 
storage representation. Developers are not able to enter code that is not com-
patible or is not supported because all code is mapped real-time in the AST. 
 In Development quality improvement the minimal capability requires 
that manual code quality monitoring is performed. Related to inability to pra-
ctice version control and change logging this is currently not possible because 
of the FMP12 format’s incompatibility.  
 To reach capability A in Test automation unit and acceptance tests must 
be systematically performed, but can be manual. As realized, many develo-

Focus Area (Feijter) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Branch and merge A B C D

Build automation A B C

Development quality improvement A B C D E

Test automation A B C D E

Deployment automation A B C D

Table 3.11: Common baseline of current DevOps maturity (Feijter)
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pers only test scripts using the debugger, but some report that they try. Thus 
the level of 1.  
 Capability A in Deployment automation defines that software is manu-
ally deployed. This is currently the most common practice. To reach capability 
B software must be deployed automatically to some environments, which is 
not the common case. Therefore, the level is 4. 

3.5.2. DEVOPS ASSESSMENT BY BUCENA 

Table 3.12 shows the current DevOps assessment using the relevant areas of 
Bucena’s model. It splits the deployment area in two; T3 focusing on automa-
tion of database schema updates and T4 on the delivery practice in general. 
Further, it adds the focus area of Monitoring which Feijter’s did not evaluate. 
Lastly, it evaluates the optimization and integration of all processes in gene-
ral. Here, a similar tendency to vast room for improvement in the areas of 
version control, testing and deployment is present.   

T2 defines level 1 as manually performed tests, or a minimal amount of test 
automation is practiced. As mentioned before, the concept of testing beyond 
manually handling the debugger is rarely practiced and thus level 1 is not 
reached.  
 T3 defines level 1 as manually performed data migrations (updates to 
database scheme) without practicing version control. This is currently the 
case where developers use the DMT tool. Level 2 defines that migrations be 
performed automatically using automated scripts while also being versioned. 
This is only rarely the case. 
 T4 defines level 1 as manually performed deployment. Level 2 requires 
the build process to be automated. As previously mentioned, the build process 
can be omitted because the FMP12 format needs no compilation. Level 3 requi-
res that deployment is automated in some environments, for instance in the 
development environment. Automated deployment is not common and only 
level 2 is reached. 
 T5 defines level 1 as manual build processes while released artifacts are 
unversioned, which is currently the common case. To reach level 2 automated 
testing and the ability of recovering to a previous version is required. Version 
control and testing in general is poorly handled, hence level 2 is not reached.  
 T8 defines level 1 as no or minimal monitoring and level 2 when core 
monitoring is practiced. Because AC provides a default monitoring interface 

Focus Area (Bucena) 1 2 3 4 5

T2 (test automation)

T3 (migration)

T4 (deployment automation)

T5 (Version control and code analysis)

T8 (Monitoring)

Table 3.12: Common baseline of current DevOps maturity (Bucena)
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of the server hardware resources, files and connected clients this level is rea-
ched.  

3.6. COMMON MATURITY BASELINE 

The previous sections conclude two different common baselines. Figure 3.13 
merges these together in order to obtain a single generalized representation 
of the current state using the general DevOps flow symbol. The rating con-
sists of five colors that are derived from the relative achieved percentage of 
each area. For instance, Merge and branch archives level 1 out of 10 (10%) 
resulting in a red color. This means that level 1 in each of the previous mo-
dels will result in a score of red.  

Using Table 3.13, Figure 3.9 is derived as a summarized common baseline of 
this thesis’ areas of concern. Thus, this figure shows the current DevOps ma-
turity using the default tools provided by FM. 

 

Achievement percentage N/A 0-24 % 25-49 % 50-74 % 75-100%

Color representation

Table 3.13: Color rating system for DevOps symbol
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Figure 3.9: Common DevOps 
maturity baseline
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3.7. SUMMARY 

The maturity assessments concludes a general low rating of DevOps maturity 
in FM. Visualized process flows and a list of identified challenges show that 
most DevOps activities are poorly handled using the default provided tools in 
the FM ecosystem. Most activities are limited by being only compatible with 
FM’s own standards and tools because of the FMP12  format’s incompatibility 
with common tools. As a result, activities like version control and testing are 
rarely practiced because they are hard to implement. While technologies like 
the FMP upload assistant and AC provides a user friendly approach for 
deployment, operation and monitoring they require manual and redundant 
processes that are not scalable. Backend CLI tools and APIs are available to 
enable teams to build own automation tools, but this is outside most FM de-
velopers’ comfort zone. The result is that most activities from development to 
deployment and monitoring are performed manually on an ad hoc basis. From 
this chapter, it can be concluded that the identified challenges fit into the 
three generalized categories System Structure (SS), Process Efficiency (PE) 
and Tool Compatibility (TC).  



4 
Chapter 4 

4.REL ATED WORK 

There exist some proposed solutions to the identified problems, but as will be 
discovered in this section they each have a very narrow improvement focus. 
The most relevant proposed solutions have been chosen for evaluation. The 
complete overview of related work is present in Appendix F where the criteria 
for relevancy is also described. Throughout this chapter the chosen related 
solutions will be described and evaluated based on how each solution mitiga-
tes the identified challenges and how this improves the overall DevOps ma-
turity. To symbolize this, the two maturity models will be used to compare 
the assessment to the common baseline defined in Section 3.6 from which a 
general rating will be derived. 

The related work that will be evaluated is shown in Table 4.1. 

Product Developer Focus area

Otto Gheist Interactive Deployment optimization

360Deploy Prometheus Systems Consulting, LCC Deployment optimization

Inspector Pro Beezwax Datatools, Inc Change comparison & monitoring

Table 4.1: An overview of the chosen related work.
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4.1. CHALLENGE MITIGATION OVERVIEW 

Table 4.2 shows how each proposed solution mitigates the identified challen-
ges identified by the Challenge ID. Revisiting the generalized challenge areas 
from Section 3.4 System Structure (SS), represents a lack of structure and 
conventions, Process Efficiency (PE) a lack of automation and Tool Compatibi-
lity (TC) a lack of tool. Thus, the Area column shows what challenge areas are 
present, and for each solution the mitigated areas are stated. 

Challenge ID Challenge Area Otto 360Deploy Inspector Pro

CO.1 SS - - -

CO.2 SS - - -

CO.3 PE - - -

CO.4 SS, TC - - -

CO.5 SS, PE, TC - - -

CO.6 SS, PE, TC - - SS, TC

CO.7 TC - - TC

CO.8 SS, PE - - -

BU.1 SS, PE, TC - - -

TE.1 SS, PE, TC - - -

RE.1 SS, PE - PE -

RE.2 SS, PE, TC - - -

RE.3 PE PE PE -

DE.1 PE PE PE -

DE.2 PE PE PE -

DE.3 PE PE PE -

DE.4 PE PE PE -

DE.5 PE PE PE -

DE.6 PE, TC PE, TC - -

DE.7 PE PE PE -

DE.8 PE PE PE -

DE.9 PE PE PE -

OP.1 PE, TC - - -

OP.2 TC - - TC

OP.3 PE - - -

OP.4 PE - - -

MO.1 PE, TC - - -

MO.2 PE - - -

MO.3 PE (PE) - -

Table 4.2: Challenge mitigation of related work. 
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4.2.  OTTO 

Otto [20] provides an optimized deployment workflow with automated activi-
ties and utilization of the DMT tool. Other than that, it offers a web app that 
centralizes configuration, operation and monitoring of multiple FMS servers, 
files and clients. 

4.2.1. OTTO CHALLENGE MITIGATIONS 

Table 4.3 shows in detail what mitigations have been applied.  
  

  
Otto consist of an FMP application (Otto Migrator.fmp12) which facilitates 
a server list and migration processes history. Also, it provides an administra-
tive web interface for administrating and monitoring FMS, files and clients, 
however this is still only on a per server basis. Therefore, because it does not 
provide a centralized interface between multiple FMS installations it does not 
qualify for mitigating OP.1 or MO.1. MO.3 however, is partially mitigated 
because Otto creates its own log files available through the aforementioned 

ID Challenge Mitigation by Otto

RE.3 The team must plan and possibly notify users 
about the downtime

Deployments can be scheduled and 
thus a team does not have to manual-
ly observe for  client inactivity 

DE.1 cloning DEV is a manual process Automated as part of the deployment 
process

DE.2 all current uploading practices require manual 
work and there is no provided functionality to 
move files between FMS installations

Automated as part of the deployment 
process

DE.3 Before PROD can be deactivated, the team will 
either have to wait until no clients are con-
nected or have to manually disconnect con-
nected clients via AC, A-CLI or A-API

Scheduled as part of deployment pro-
cess

DE.4 PROD will have to be manually deactivated 
through either AC, A-CLI or the A-API

Automated as part of the deployment 
process

DE.5 Performing DMT can only be done manually 
through CLI

Automated as part of the deployment 
process

DE.7 Backing up PROD can only be done by manual-
ly by either copying the file to another directory 
or trigger a FMS backup schedule via AC, A-
CLI or A-API

Automated as part of the deployment 
process

DE.8 Activating a file on FMS can only be manually 
triggered via AC, A-CLI or A-API

Automated as part of the deployment 
process

DE.9 the EAR decryption password is required to be 
manually entered or passed as parameter

Automated as part of the deployment 
process

MO.3 FMS log files are only manually downloadable 
through each FMS’ AC browser window

Partial, because Otto creates its own 
log files which are downloadable from 
the Otto web interface.

Table 4.3: Challenge mitigation by Otto
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web interface. Though, download is still manual and have to be performed on 
a per server basis.  

4.2.2. MATURITY ASSESSMENTS USING OTTO 

Based on the mitigation of challenges, Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 shows how 
Otto would improve a team’s DevOps maturity according to the two maturity 
models. 

Otto archives level 7 in deployment automation because it adheres to the ca-
pability C - Continuous Delivery (CD) where software deployments are trig-
gered to occur to all environments in an automated manner, and where data 
model changes are also processed automatically. In Otto, a migration process 
has to be manually created and configured. Thereafter, it deploys to the speci-
fied target servers and automatically utilizes DMT to perform data model 
changes. To reach level 10 Continuous Deployment (CDE) must be practices 
and requires automated testing and other CI related practices which are cur-
rently not mitigated.  

Level 2 of T3 requires that changes to DB are done with automated scripts. 
Level 3 requires that DB changes are performed automatically as part of the 
deployment process, which it is using Otto. Thus, level 3 (Defined) is reached 
for T3. For T4, level 2 defines that builds are automated. Even though version 
control, testing and other CI related practices are commonly omitted, level 3 
requires that as a minimum non-production deployments are automated, 
which is possible using Otto. Otto even reaches level 4 in T4 because the 

Focus Area (Feijter) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Branch and merge A B C D

Build automation A B C

Development quality improvement A B C D E

Test automation A B C D E

Deployment automation A B C D

Table 4.4: DevOps maturity using Otto (Feijter)

Focus Area (Bucena) 1 2 3 4 5

T2 (test automation)

T3 (migration)

T4 (deployment automation)

T5 (version control and code analysis)

T8 (Monitoring)

Table 4.5: DevOps maturity using Otto (Bucena)
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requirement hereof is that production deployments are automated, which is 
the core purpose of Otto.  
 From this, Figure 4.1 shows the generalized DevOps efficiency that Otto 
adds across the areas of concern. Here, orange + orange = yellow because of 
the rating system introduced in Section 3.6. It is not only relevant to see the 
total obtained maturity but also how much maturity is added. 

 

4.3. 360DEPLOY 

Like Otto, 360Deploy [21] is focused on an automated deployment process. 
Whereas it mitigates the same deployment challenges as Otto it does not 
provide any monitoring functionality. 

4.3.1. 360DEPLOY CHALLENGE MITIGATION 

Table 4.6 shows in detail what mitigations have been applied.  

Figure 4.1: DevOps maturity using Otto

ID Challenge Mitigation by 360Deploy

RE.1 Filenames often have to be manually edited Automated as part of the deployment 
process

RE.3 The team must plan and possibly notify 
users about the downtime

Deployments can be scheduled and thus 
a team does not have to manually obser-
ve for  client inactivity 

DE.1 cloning DEV is a manual process Automated as part of the deployment 
process

DE.2 all current uploading practices require ma-
nual work and there is no provided functio-
nality to move files between FMS installa-
tions

Automated as part of the deployment 
process

DE.3 Before PROD can be deactivated, the team 
will either have to wait until no clients are 
connected or have to manually disconnect 
connected clients via AC, A-CLI or A-API

Scheduled as part of deployment process

DE.4 PROD will have to be manually deactivated 
through either AC, A-CLI or the A-API

Automated as part of the deployment 
process

DE.5 Performing DMT can only be done manually 
through CLI

Automated as part of the deployment 
process
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360Deploy consist of an FMP application (360Deploy.fmp12) which, like Otto, 
facilitates server setup, deployments and migrations as a manual process.  

4.3.2. MATURITY ASSESSMENTS USING 360DEPLOY 

Based on the mitigation of challenges, Table 4.7 and Table 4.8 shows that 
360Deploy would improve a team’s DevOps maturity in the areas of deploy-
ment. 

The assessment is similar to Otto because the two proposed solutions are very 
identical in functionality.  

Similar to above, 360Deploy scores the same maturity in Bucena as Otto 
because of the similarity in functionality.  

DE.7 Backing up PROD can only be done by ma-
nually by either copying the file to another 
directory or trigger a FMS backup schedule 
via AC, A-CLI or A-API

Automated as part of the deployment 
process

DE.8 Activating a file on FMS can only be manu-
ally triggered via AC, A-CLI or A-API

Automated as part of the deployment 
process

DE.9 the EAR decryption password is required to 
be manually entered or passed as parameter

Automated as part of the deployment 
process

ID Challenge Mitigation by 360Deploy

Table 4.6: Challenge mitigation by 360Deploy

Focus Area (Feijter) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Branch and merge A B C D

Build automation A B C

Development quality improvement A B C D E

Test automation A B C D E

Deployment automation A B C D

Table 4.7: DevOps maturity using 360Deploy (Feijter)

Focus Area (Bucena) 1 2 3 4 5

T2 (test automation)

T3 (migration)

T4 (deployment automation)

T5 (version control and code analysis)

T8 (Monitoring)

Table 4.8: DevOps maturity using 360Deploy (Bucena)
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Figure 4.2 visualizes the optimization in maturity that 360Deploy adds to the 
scoped DevOps practices. 

 

4.4. INSPECTOR PRO 

Inspector Pro [22] has a specific focus on comparing changes between FMP12 
files  and provide analysis of software quality and development progress. Be-
sides, it increases team transparency and collaboration because it integrates 
with tools like Slack. 

4.4.1. INSPECTOR PRO CHALLENGE MITIGATION 

Table 4.9 shows in detail what mitigations have been applied.  

Although the tool provides deep insights into software quality and develop-
ment progress it requires teams to develop their own version control system 
and testing practices in order to be fully utilized. Currently, the analysis is 
bound to developers manually exporting a summary of the FMP12 file and im-
porting that into the tool. Hence, besides adding valuable insights, using the 
tool alone would only add more manual practices to the overall workflows.  

Figure 4.2: DevOps maturity using 360Deploy

ID Challenge Mitigation by Inspector Pro

CO.6 Managing a changelog is a manual ad 
hoc process because no tools are compa-
tible and few best practices exist.

A core element of the analysis tool is to com-
pare differences between multiple files 
providing deep insights into changes. 

CO.7 Hard to support code quality monitor-
ing and analysis practices.

Detailed analysis provides insights to detect 
problems and identify references and depen-
dencies and the general code quality.

OP.2 no central project organization or team 
transparency of what is going on

By providing development analysis it enables 
detailed transparency in development prog-
resses. Further, it integrates with Slack.

Table 4.9: Challenge mitigation by Inspector Pro
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4.4.2. MATURITY ASSESSMENTS USING INSPECTOR PRO 

Based on the mitigation of challenges, Table 4.9 and Table 4.10 shows that 
Inspector Pro would solely improve the DevOps maturity in the areas of code 
quality and development transparency. 

Inspector Pro offers a detailed graphical overview of the software quality and 
progress. This enables teams to easier detect problems which is capability B 
of Development quality improvement and thus scores a level of 5. To reach ca-
pability C check-ins must be gated. That is, verified and tested before mer-
ged. First off, merging cannot be practiced on the FMP12 format and nor is 
proper automated testing which would be required.  

Figure 4.3 shows the maturity gain provided by Inspector Pro. Because the 
improvement in Development quality improvement falls within <75% achie-
vement and T5 within the +75% achievement the average is made to 65%, 
resulting in a yellow color. 

 

Focus Area (Feijter) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Branch and merge A B C D

Build automation A B C

Development quality improvement A B C D E

Test automation A B C D E

Deployment automation A B C D

Table 4.10: DevOps maturity using Inspector Pro (Feijter)

Focus Area (Bucena) 1 2 3 4 5

T2 (test automation)

T3 (migration)

T4 (deployment automation)

T5 (version control and code analysis)

T8 (Monitoring)

Table 4.11: DevOps maturity using Inspector Pro (Bucena)

Figure 4.3: DevOps maturity using Inspector Pro
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4.5. SUMMARY 

Otto and 360Deploy are both optimized solutions to improve deployment pra-
ctices and Inspector Pro is optimal for handling code analysis and develop-
ment transparency. However, to optimize DevOps in general there are still 
many challenges that has not been mitigated by any related work. 
 In common technological frameworks where source code is stored as text 
it is common to use a combination of several tools to handle different DevOps 
phases. This is hard to implement in FM because there are very limited com-
patible tools, and the ones that exist have not been optimized to integrate 
with 3rd party services (except for Inspector Pro’s integration with Slack). 
Therefore, these related tools either have to become easier to interconnect or 
else there is a need for a tool that mitigates a broader spectrum of the total 
set of challenges. Even if a deployment tool like Otto and a comparison tool  
like Inspector Pro were used in a combination the lack of integration between 
them would still result in manual processes to cover the gap.  
 Besides, none of the investigated tools solve the prerequisites of what is 
really a foundational factor for DevOps; CI, which is heavily dependent on a 
solid and automated implementation of version control and regression 
testing.  



5 
Chapter 5 

5.SOLUTION SCOPE 

It is witnessed that mitigating only specific challenges does not improve the 
overall DevOps maturity. Therefore, I aim to develop a solution that mitiga-
tes a broader set of challenges. The goal being to improve maturity across 
most of the areas of the scoped maturity models.  
 To prioritize the challenges I identify the most requested functionalities 
using the survey responses. This answers the first research question. Because 
it is not realistic to implement a broad feature set in depth within the time 
frame of this thesis it has been necessary to establish limitations to each fun-
ctionality in order to ensure that the most relevant parts of each functionality 
is achieved. From this, overall scoped functional requirements are derived. 
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5.1. CHALLENGE PRIORITIZATION 

To prioritize what challenges to mitigate, the survey responses to the answer 
“In what areas are your main DevOps challenges?” is used to provide a di-
rection. This received 45 responses and details can be seen in Appendix E.2.8. 
Developers could choose multiple predefined options and enter answers 
themselves.  

 
Figure 5.1 generalizes and summarizes the answers and shows that version 
control and deployment are considered the biggest challenges by being chosen 
by respectively 41% and 39% of the developers. Deployment covers file opera-
tions, file transfers and utilization of DMT for migration. Closely followed is 
regression testing chosen by 34%. Lower is Change logging with 27% and 
monitoring with 21%. Hence, the first research question “What are the main 
DevOps challenges that FM developers face?” (RQ1) has been answered.  
 As one of the last questions, participants were asked “What processes 
would you like to be more automated in the future?” This received 30 respon-
ses, and Table 5.1 shows the 16 explicit responses that relates to the scope of 
this thesis. The remaining 14 responses regarded other improvement areas. 
The answers are mapped to the experience level (years), amount of currently 
operated projects, amount of currently operated servers and participant num-
ber. 

Version Control
Deployment

Testing
Change Logging

Monitoring
Other

No challenges
12,5 % 25 % 37,5 % 50 %

9 %

12 %

21 %

27 %

34 %

39 %

41 %

Figure 5.1: Summary of FM developers’ main DevOps challenges

Automation request Experience Projects Servers Part. No.

 Testing and Deployment 25 6 6 7

 Better way to deploy new version of file 28 12 8 11

 Deployment and testing 5 3 2 19

Versioning 8 3 3 21

Monitoring and testing 6 6 5 23

 Taking a Dev file and automatically pushing it 
out to multiple client files

30 3 30 25

 Migration version and change tracking 28 30 4 27

 Version control and replication of changes 
between files

24 50 40 29

As many as we can 13 5 3 35

 I am unsure how to answer this because I 
don't understand how this could be achieved. I 
would love to see an example

18 5 20 39
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5.2. REQUIREMENTS 

Because it is not realistic to implement each functionality in depth it has 
been necessary to establish limitations to each functionality in order to ensu-
re that the most relevant parts of each functionality are achieved. To define 
the most relevant parts the capabilities within the maturity model by Feijter 
et al. [8] has been used because it defines requirements for a certain level of 
maturity for different relevant DevOps phases (see Appendix B.2.2). 
 This section describes the overall requirements for the developer tool to 
be developed.  

5.2.1. NON-FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

The solution should facilitate that the FMP12 files to be handled will be able 
to adhere to the mentioned ASRs from Section 2.2.3. To recap, these are: 

• Deployability 
• Monitorability 
• Security 
• Loggability 
• Modifiability 
• Testability 

Because the solution should facilitate the ASR’s on behalf of other files, these 
should also guide the functional requirements. 

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENT SCOPE 

Based on FM developers’ main challenges, most requested functionalities and 
the non-functional requirements from above, the solution should facilitate the 
following high level functional requirements that are not ordered after priori-
ty but after their natural appearance. The number indicates the actual priori-
ty, but since most of the features are interrelated they should all be imple-
mented to a basic level. 

Fully automating migration would be utopia I 
think

11 10 0 40

DMT 20 4 3 41

Error handling 30 13 4 45

 Everything, but especially deployment 25 100 50 47

Regression testing 21 50 45 48

Changelog and release 2 6 30 51

Automation request Experience Projects Servers Part. No.

Table 5.1: Summary of FM developers’ most requested automation features
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6. Basic branching: As a prerequisite to the other functionalities, devel-
opment files should be separated from production files. To improve col-
laborative development practices, the existing EDS architecture that 
supports simultaneous modifications to shared files should be utilized. 
This could be achieved with a single DEV branch that all developers 
have access to and work from.  

4. Basic change logging: Developers should be able to document and 
track a history of modifications to the files they work on. Further, is 
should be possible to see a total history of documented changes from all 
contributing developers across all versions of a file. This could be im-
plemented using simple commenting mapped to a specific version of a 
file. Finally, this should be visualized in a branch tree. 

1. Basic version control: Files should be versioned according to a stan-
dard convention. This should be the foundation for the change logging 
structure. For simplicity, the version number should automatically be 
incremented when a file is branched for development, but should be 
manually specified when released. It will not be realistic to implement 
any functionality to automatically being able to revert to a previous 
version. 

3. Basic testing: Files in development should be able to be tested. Basic 
unit and integration testing functionality of scripts should be imple-
mented and support being run as regression testing. History and in-
sights like progresses, statuses and durations should be visualized.  

2. Automated deployment: The solution should manage releases and 
handle automated deployment of released files. This includes updating 
outdated files across multiple production servers and automating all 
required steps from file transfers, file operations and the best practice 
update mechanism which is the DMT. It should also be possible to get 
insights into the deployment and migration process.  

5. Basic monitoring: Because FMS API’s will have to be utilized to ac-
complish the above, the solution should extend the utilization of those 
to centralize basic monitoring of multiple FMS instances and their ho-
sted files. Basic metrics such as server status and file statuses should 
be visualized. 

5.2.2. INVOLVED TECHNOLOGIES 

To build an integrated tool that facilitates all of the above, the solution will 
have to utilize the following technologies mentioned in Section 2.5.4: 

• FM DMT for migration process. 
• FMS D-API for communicating with FMP12 files. 
• FMS A-API for communicating with FMS and the server OS. 
• FMS A-CLI for FMS operations through system scripts.  
• SSH/SCP for transferring files between servers. 



6 
Chapter 6 

6.FMOPS 

From the previous chapters we have learned that DevOps is hard to imple-
ment in FM. Especially areas such as version control, testing and automated 
deployment practices are either unknown to developers or hard to implement. 
This is due to 1) lack of structure, conventions and technologies within the 
FM ecosystem and 2) incompatibility with common DevOps tools that heavily 
rely on text based file formats, which the FMP12 is not.  
 Several tools have been developed by the community to mitigate the 
common challenges, however, no tool provide the sufficient optimization 
required to increase the overall DevOps maturity. 
 In the previous chapter results from the survey responses helped priori-
tizing and defining the most requested functionality by professional develo-
pers. From this a set of requirements were scoped and fmOps has been devel-
oped. 
 This chapter presents fmOps' components, conventions, UI and 
challenge mitigation mechanisms.  
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6.1. SYSTEM COMPONENTS 

fmOps integrates development and operations processes to facilitate a smooth 
DevOps experience for FM developers. The tool consist of a macOS applica-
tion and a server side Engine. Developers install the App on their develop-
ment PC and the engine is installed on a development server. Setting up 
fmOps is covered in Appendix G.1. 
 fmOps facilitates an Environment that centralizes, structures and au-
tomates most DevOps activities. Developers solely interact with the App and 
perform operations that trigger automated background processes handled by 
the Engine. 
 By using fmOps teams can collaborate on FMP12  software projects 
throughout all phases of DevOps; from development to testing, deployment 
and monitoring using a single tool. In the App all developers have the same 
views and changes are updated live. This provides a shared space where team 
members can always track colleagues’ development progresses, check regres-
sion test results and monitor deployment statuses. 
 As described in Section 2.2.3 automation requires structured concepts 
and processes. Thus, the core of fmOps is built around a set of proposed con-
cepts, structures and naming conventions that were necessary but might be 
new to the majority of FM developers. 
 Table 6.1 lists the most important components that have been developed 
and which are not standard in FM. The architectural visualization of compo-
nents and their relations are described in Chapter 7. 

Component Desscription

App The tool frontend installed locally on devs’ PCs integrated into FMP

Engine The tool backend installed remotely on DEV Server

Server An instance of FMS

Organization A group of developers that work together

Environment A virtual cluster of Servers controlled by the Engine

Module An FMP12 file

Project A group of Modules

Branch Repository for hosting Modules on DEV Server

Change A ChangeLog record of a Module

ChangeTree A visual tree representation of a set of Changes for a Module

ScriptTest A test of a single script

ModuleTest A test of all ScriptTests of a Module (Regression test) 

Release A Module that is cloned from Sample branch to be Migrated

Migration The process of updating a Module

Deployment A Module that has been released and Migrated for a Tenant

Tenant Customer (group of end users) of a Project

Table 6.1: System component overview
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6.1.1. ENVIRONMENT 

When an organization configures fmOps they are required to setup an fmOps 
Environment. In reality this means to install the Engine on the organization’s 
development server. After that, servers and developers can be added to the 
Environment and Projects can be created. The Environment enables a shared 
space in which all DevOps Practices will take place. This is visualized in Fi-
gure 6.1. The App is what connects developers to the Environment and where 
all activities are initiated. Performing an operation in the App triggers it to 
be handled on the Engine. This is possible because the Engine is what con-
trols the Environment and where all project files are stored and operated. For 
simplicity, fmOps currently only supports a single Environment per Orga-
nization. 

 

6.1.2. PROJECTS 

When an Environment is configured Projects can be created within it. A pro-
ject can hold multiple FMP12  files as software Modules. Multiple developers 
can collaborate in the same Projects and on on the same Modules, simulta-
neously. A Project manages Branches, Releases and Deployments for its Mo-
dules. 

6.1.3. MODULES 

In fmOps FMP12  files are called Modules because projects are proposed to be 
build using multiple FMP12  files that each handle a specific concern. This is 
new to many FM developers, but an important part of the structure that 
fmOps proposes to facilitate basic SoC. It is however up to the team how they 
will handle the use of Modules. Inexperienced developers might prefer buil-

Figure 6.1: fmOps Environment visualization
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ding a complete system with both frontend and backend within a single Mo-
dules whereas experienced developers prefer separating at least UI and Data. 
Therefore, Modules can work independently or be logically interrelated with 
others. fmOps currently introduces three strict module types; App, DB and MS.  

6.1.4. BRANCHES AND COLLABORATIVE DEVELOPMENT 

To separate Modules through various phases of DevOps two default branches 
Sample and DEV are default for all projects. Additionally, a Recovery branch 
enables an overview old versions that can manually be reverted back to. Un-
like most common programming frameworks the development Branch in 
fmOps is global and shared between all collaborators and not individual per 
developer. This means that developers are not working on their own local 
copy of the software but on the same FMP12 file, hosted by the Engine. This is 
a central element of the Environment and the collaborative development that 
it supports. Instead of continuously testing and merging modifications of 
software modules to a master branch where conflicts will have to be resolved, 
collaborative development in FMP12 files support parallel simultaneous modi-
fications that are unable to conflict with one another. This is again due to the 
previously mentioned FMP12  architecture. It neither interprets nor compiles 
code because it always exist in an executable state that cannot accept invalid 
modifications to the AST. This means that a developer cannot develop a fun-
ctionality that is incompatible with another developer’s work because changes 
to the FMP12 file are continuously validated in the XML model.  
 The Sample branch is similar to a main or master branch, but only hosts 
the latest released versions of each Project’s modules. Old versions are auto-
matically moved to the recovery, from which modules can be reverted. It is 
named sample because it hosts sample modules. These are are production re-
ady modules that are cloned upon deployment. While residing on the DEV 
server however, they include sample data and serve as samples for DEV mo-
dules that require these modules as external data sources (EDS). When a 
Module is branched, a copy of the Sample is moved to the DEV branch where 
it can be modified. When branched, the version number is automatically in-
cremented by 1 and will stay the same until it returns to the Sample branch.  

6.1.5. TESTING 

fmOps facilitates a structured method for testing Modules. fmOps requires 
that a Module has at least a single Unit or Integration test in its Script Wor-
kspace. Because testing is not standard in FM the structure of test scripts 
must follow the folder structure in order for the Engine to locate them via the 
D-API. Likewise, the test result should follow a basic convention. These are 
both covered in Section 6.2.4.   

6.1.6. DEPLOYMENTS 

To support tenancy structures and microservice architectures as mentioned 
in Section 2.3 fmOps introduces Module Scopes. A Module can be deployed as 
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either a Pool or Silo. Pools are multi tenant Modules that exist once per En-
vironment and facilitate several Tenants while Silos are single tenant Modu-
les of which clones are replicated for each Tenant. 
 fmOps supports iOS modules utilizing the FM iOS App SDK and can 
establish a connection between fmOps and Xcode to enable FMP12 modules to 
be used as local resources for an Xcode Project. Therefore, fmOps distinguis-
hes between two different Module Platforms FMS and iOS. However, iOS will 
not be further covered but should be explained to avoid confusion of the iOS 
types that might later be recognized in the UI. 

6.1.7. RELEASES AND AUTOMATIC MIGRATIONS 

A Module can be Released from the DEV Branch when it has passed all 
ScriptTests within it. When successful, developers must specify the new ver-
sion number and it will replace the previous Sample version on the Sample 
branch which is the latest released version of the Module. When a Module is 
Released it will become available to the Deployments in the Environment. If 
the Environment detects that a new version of a Module exist it will automa-
tically roll out a clone of the Sample Module to all respective servers where 
an older version exist. fmOps will then automatically try to migrate deploy-
ments once at a time. It will however only trigger a migration when no clients 
have been connected to the old version of a file for a certain amount of time. 
This is because the deployed outdated version will have to be taken down in 
order to push a new version to the clients. This process was described in 
Section 3.3.6. During development is was decided that an inactive period of 
20 minutes could resemble the beginning of a longer inactive period where 
users might not reconnect. This way software availability is prioritized over a 
forced update roll out that would otherwise force clients to be disconnected. 
However, this 20 minutes waiting period is just a hardcoded number to sup-
port automated update roll out that could easily be dynamic or adjustable. 
The update process could also be manually initiated by users of the software.  
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6.2. CONVENTIONS 

In the making of the tool structures have been developed. This section covers 
the most important.  

6.2.1. COMPONENT TYPES 

Table 6.2 shows a brief overview of the most important component attributes 
and types that the tool uses for structure.  

Attributes Types Description

Server

Role

DEV FMS Development server hosting the Engine

BETA FMS Production server for pilot projects

PROD FMS Production server

CLOUD FMC Production Server

Type
Development FMS instance hosting Sample, DEV and Recovery

Production FMS instance(s) hosting deployed files for Tenants

Module

Type

App Web or iOS frontend

DB Integrated backend

MS Independent backend acting as microservice

Platform
FMS Deployed through Environment on FMS

iOS Deployed through Apple TestFlight or AppStore

Scope
Pool Multi tenant architecture (shared among Tenants)

Silo Single tenant architecture (an instance per Tenant)

State

Sample Awaiting cloning (on Sample branch)

DEV Copy of Sample (In development on DEV branch)

PROD Clone of Sample (In production)

Recovery Backup of Sample (on Recovery Branch)

Branch Type

Sample Master branch hosting newest Sample Modules

DEV Branch hosting Modules under development

Recovery Backup branch hosting previous Sample Modules

ScriptTest

Type
Unit Validates individual functionality

Integration Validates distributed functionality

Method
D-API Run on hosted module by FMS

Local-iOS Run on local iOS module by FMP

Table 6.2: fmOps component types.
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6.2.2. MODULE OPERATIONS 

The tool is build around six core operations shown in Table 6.3.  

6.2.3. NAMING CONVENTIONS 

The solution uses certain conventions for its underlaying structure. These are 
shown in Table 6.4. "File Folder” and “File” are used for infrastructure purpo-
ses, not visible to the users of the App and automatically created by the en-
gine during operations. The convention for “Version” follows the semantic 
versioning standard and must be followed for the RELEASE operation to work.   
However, this is actually not the convention used in the actual filenames but 
only in the UI. This is due to incompatibility issues that I discovered with 
FMS’s handling of filenames that include punctuation. Therefore, the stored 
convention is MAJOR-MINOR-PATCH and not MAJOR.MINOR.PATCH and is conver-
ted during operations. The conventions for ScriptTests are proposed and 
could be any. However, using these, the App will visually distinguish between 
Unit and Integration tests.  

Operation Description

OPEN Activating a Module

CLOSE Deactivating a Module

BRANCH Copying a Sample Module onto the DEV branch for development

TEST Initiating and triggering a ModuleTest on a Module

RELEASE Releasing a Module (cloning and triggering migration across deployments)

REMOVE Deleting a Module

Table 6.3: List of supported Module operations

                     Types               Naming Convention

Module <ModuleName><ModuleType>

File Folder

!PROD <ProjectName>_<BranchType>_<ModuleName><ModuleType>

PROD
Pool <ProjectName>_<ModuleName><ModuleType>

Silo <ProjectName>_<TenantId>_<ModuleName><ModuleType>

File

!PROD <BranchType>_<ModuleName><ModuleType>_v<Version>.fmp12

PROD
Pool <ProjectName>_<ModuleName><ModuleType>_v<Version>.fmp12

Silo <TenantId>_<ModuleName><ModuleType>_v<Version>.fmp12

Version MAJOR.MINOR.PATCH

Script Test
Unit U_Test.<ScriptName>

Integration I_Test.<ScriptName>

Table 6.4: fmOps naming conventions
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6.2.4. TEST CONVENTIONS 

In order for the Engine to locate the test scripts via the D-API tests should 
reside in a folder structure as below: 

  Scripts/
└── Developer/
    └── Testing/
        ├── <ScriptTest1>
        └── <ScriptTest2>

This folder structure is by default created in new Modules that are created 
through the App. The only current rule of the test scripts are that they must 
return a String of “OK” if they succeed. All other responses are treated as fai-
led.  

// if test code is valid
Exit Script[Text Result: “OK”] 
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6.3. SOLUTION UI 

This section walks through the basics of the UI of the App. As previously 
mentioned, setup instructions can be found in Appendix G.1. The App consist 
of a Project Workspace, an Observer and a Monitor.  

• The Project Workspace is Project specific and facilitates development 
practices.  

•  The Observer shows progress and status of tests and deployment 
migrations.  

• The Monitor shows stats and metrics of servers, files and clients. Both 
Observing and Monitoring are global to the Environment and visible to 
all developers.  

The UI demonstration shows data from an unrelated project called KARL. 

6.3.1. PROJECT OVERVIEW 

Opening the App shows the Projects that a developer participates in. From 
here, Environment setting can be reached and the Observer and Monitor can 
be opened.  

 Figure 6.2: fmOps Project Overview 
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6.3.2. THE PROJECT WORKSPACE 

Clicking a Project will open the Project’s Workspace window. The Project 
Workspace is divided into a Toolbar, Navigation Area and a Work Area as 
shown in Figure 6.3. 

 

The Toolbar contains buttons and an Activity Viewer shown in Figure 6.4.  

 

The Activity Viewer shows the latest performed module operation and info 
about it. It shows the name and version of the Module, the operation, prog-
ress and any warnings and errors.  

 

The Navigations Area shown in Figure 6.5 has four tabs; Configuration, 
Branches, Releases and Deployments which navigates between the different 
Work Areas. 

Figure 6.3: fmOps Project Workspace window areas.

Figure 6.4: Project Workspace’s Activity Viewer

Figure 6.5: Project Workspace Navigation Area 
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Within the Configuration page users can see and edit project info, setup lo-
cal iOS path and Xcode settings and create new Project Modules. 

 

As shown in Figure 6.6, The page is divided into Project Info, a Module side-
bar and an area for local path settings. This is necessary for integrating with 
Xcode to support iOS Modules as previously mentioned, but will not be elabo-
rated further.  

Figure 6.6: fmOps Project Workspace Navigation Area 
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The Branches page is where most development practices are initiated. It 
shows the Project Branches, the ChangeLog and it is from here that Module 
Operations are performed.  

 
The Recovery  Branch Sidebar shows an overview of previous version of Mo-
dules. The Sample  Branch shows the Modules that are stable and released 
and these can be branched to the Development Branch. The ChangeLog 
shows the history of comments made to modules during development.  
 Light green Modules on the DEV  Branch are active meaning that they 
can be accessed by developers. Dark green modules represent an inactive Mo-
dule state and these must first be activated in order for developers can con-
nect to them. Pressing CONNECT will open the FMP12  file within the IDE. 
This is how developers access Modules to make modifications. By clicking on 
a Module, as shown in Figure 6.8, it becomes highlighted. Pressing the ellip-
sis icon opens a popover that shows operations that can be triggered. These 
are some of the operations mentioned in Section 6.2.2. The OPEN  and CLOSE 
operations are the terminology used by FM for activating and deactivating 
files. Thus, to ovoid confusion for FM developers that are used to see these 
operations in AC they are kept here.  
 The number between the version and CONNECT button represents the 
amount of changelings specific to that version. 

Figure 6.7: fmOps Branches page
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When a Module is highlighted as seen in Figure 6.9 the ChangeLog Sidebar 
becomes active and shows the logged changes for that specific version of the 
Module. A new change log can be created by pressing + and a comment can be 
deleted by pressing the trash bin icon. This is shown in detail with an examp-
le in Section 8.1.1. Committing a change to the log does not create a new ver-
sion but solely adds a comment for that specific version of the module . This is 
the current limited implementation of both branching and versioning. To 
change the version number a Module must first be released. In this step the 
developer is required to specify the new version number. 
 

 
To summarize, the change log is a history of comments that have been com-
mitted for a module. If no module is highlighted a dropdown is visible from 
which a generic module can be chosen as shown in Figure 6.10. This will show 
the complete change log for the chosen module name through all its versions.  

Figure 6.8: Active DEV Module in fmOps.

Figure 6.9: fmOps ChangeLog sidebar
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The ChangeLog shows a branch tree to the left and the comments committed 
to the right. The blue line represents the Sample Branch and the orange the 
DEV. A green mark shows that something was added and a purple that so-
mething was modified. The log also shows the version number and a log id 
which can be used for other documentation or internal communication betwe-
en developers. 
  

Figure 6.10: Dropdown menu in ChangeLog Sidebar 
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The Releases page shown in Figure 6.11 shows the latest released version of 
each Module: Samples.  

 
As shown in the zoomed in Figure 6.12 the list also shows the migration prog-
ress and potential errors during roll out. More information about migration 
progresses are viewed through the Observer which will be covered in Section 
5.5.3.  

 

The Deployments page shown in Figure 6.13 provides an overview of all 
deployments of a Project.    

Figure 6.11: fmOps Releases page

Figure 6.12: fmOps Release list
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Deployments are grouped by Tenant which is the customer or group of end 
users. Clicking on a Tenant will show each deployed Module and its status in 
the Deployment Sidebar as shown in Figure 6.14. 

 
The Deployment overview is mainly intended for Projects with single tenant 
deployments (Silos) in vertical markets. That is where multiple customers or 
groups of end users have their own instance of the software. This is the oppo-
site to multi tenant deployments (Pools) where all users of a system share the 
same resources. The list provides insights on deployment statuses and client 
activity. 

Figure 6.13: fmOps Deployments page

Figure 6.14: fmOps Deployment sidebar.
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6.3.3. THE OBSERVER 

The Environment Engine performs various background activities. Some of 
them are ModuleTests and Migrations that are all triggered from an App in-
stance by a developer. Because these are operations that can either succeed or 
fail there is a need to Observe their progress and status. This is what the Ob-
server is for. It is a global tool for the Environment and it currently supports 
Tests and Migrations. It is shown in Figure 6.15. 

 
Tests (ModuleTests) work as regression tests. They run all internal unit and 
integration tests within a Module to check the Modules’ complete integrity. A 
test is triggered from the popover that is visible when a DEV  module is hig-
hlighted. This was shown in Figure 6.8. When run, the Environment Engine 
will search for ScriptTests within the Module and run them one by one.  
 The Project Selector dropdown menu can be used to change Project 
view. The Navigation Side Panel navigates between Module Test and Migra-
tion results.  

Figure 6.15: fmOps Observer: Tests.
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The Test History list (Figure 6.16) shows all Module Tests that were run and 
their result. The format <#/#>  represents <succeeded/total> ScripTests wit-
hin the ModuleTest. The Script Test Results area shows the specific Script-
Tests that were run for the ModuleTest. U and I represents Unit and Integra-
tion tests (Figure 6.17). 

 
The Test Sidebar (Figure 6.18) shows information about the ModuleTest. If 
a ModuleTest was successful, the Release Module button becomes active. If 
not, the Run Tests Again button is active.  

 

Figure 6.16: fmOps Observer: Test History and Pro
-

ject Selector

Figure 6.17: fmOps Observer: Script Test Results.

Figure 6.18: fmOps Observer: 
Test Sidebar.
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The Migration section is similarly organized. The Migration History list is 
a list of all previous Releases. For every Release there are associated Migra-
tions which are listed in the Migration Results area shown in Figure 6.19. 

 
Figure 6.19: fmOps Observer: Migrations.
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As previously mentioned, migrations are handled automatically by the En-
vironment Engine. The Engine will wait for the clients for the affected 
Tenant to have been inactive for a certain amount of time before initiating 
the process.  Brief information is shown in the list as shown in Figure 6.20 as 
well as in more details in Figure 6.21.  

 

Figure 6.20: fmOps Observer: Migration History.

Figure 6.21: fmOps Observer: Migration Results.
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6.3.4. THE MONITOR 

The monitor centralizes monitoring by bringing all server instances in the 
Environment into a single user interface. Because many teams operate both 
FMS and FMC instances (see Appendix E.2.4), the Environment supports 
both. From here, all servers and files can be watched, and simple operations 
can be performed to the files. As shown in Figure 6.22 all servers in the En-
vironment are listed to the left on the Server Selector side panel. 

 

The windows is divided into a Server Selector, Server Information and a list 
of Active and Inactive Modules. The Server Selector is a list of all servers in 
the Environment. The size of the server list matches the average 3-5 servers 
that most developers operate (see Appendix E.2.16). The lists of Modules are 
the files hosted on that specific FMS instance. Inactive Modules are the pre-
vious versions of samples that have been moved to the Recovery Branch. 

Figure 6.22: The fmOps Monitor
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For every server basic stats are shown. For instance, as seen in Figure 6.23, 
the green cloud indicates that the last returned status from FMS was OK, me-
aning that the server is running. Sessions indicate the amount of connected 
clients to the Module. Basic operations can be performed to modules in the 
list by selecting the rows and clicking the ellipsis icon. This enables team 
members to efficiently operate files across multiple servers without having to 
access the AC of every FMS.  

Figure 6.23: fmOps Monitor: Server list and file list.
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6.4. CHALLENGE MITIGATION SUMMARY 

In this section we revisit the challenges identified in Section 3.4 and describe 
the mechanisms used by fmOps to address them. Table 6.5 summarizes what 
challenges have been mitigated by fmOps and to what extend they have been 
addressed. Again, System Structure (SS) represents a lack of structure and 
conventions, Process Efficiency (PE) a lack of automation and Tool Compatibi-
lity (TC) a lack of tool.  

ID Activity Challenge Mitigated Not mitigated

CO.1 System tenancy architecture SS SS -

CO.2 Software architecture SS SS -

CO.3 Branching file for development PE PE -

CO.4 Structuring code SS, TC - SS, TC

CO.5 Documenting code SS, PE, TC - SS, PE, TC

CO.6 Managing change log SS, PE, TC SS, TC PE

CO.7 Code quality monitoring TC - TC

CO.8 Managing repository/Folder convention SS, PE SS, PE -

BU.1 Version control SS, PE, TC SS, PE, TC -

TE.1 Regression testing SS, PE, TC SS, PE, TC -

RE.1 File naming convention SS, PE SS, PE -

RE.2 Documenting release notes SS, PE, TC - SS, PE, TC

RE.3 Managing migration downtime PE PE -

DE.1 Cloning DEV file PE PE -

DE.2 Uploading DEV file PE PE -

DE.3 Disconnecting clients from PROD file PE PE -

DE.4 Deactivating PROD file PE PE -

DE.5 Migrating DEV file PE PE -

DE.6 Reviewing migration log PE, TC - PE, TC

DE.7 Backing up old PROD file PE PE -

DE.8 Activating new PROD file PE PE -

DE.9 Decrypting new PROD file PE PE -

OP.1 Operating FMS, files and clients PE, TC Partially (PE), (TC)

OP.2 Team transparency TC Partially (TC)

OP.3 Creating FMS schedules PE Partially (PE)

OP.4 Maintaining FMS schedules PE Partially (PE)

MO.1 Monitoring FMS, files and clients PE, TC Partially (PE, TC)

MO.2 Recovering file to previous version PE Partially (PE)

MO.3 Downloading FMS log files PE - PE

Table 6.5: Challenge mitigation by fmOps
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In the following, Table 6.6 to 6.12 will describe the challenge mitigations in 
more detail. 

6.4.1. CODE (CO) 

6.4.2. BUILD (BU) 

ID Challenge Mitigation by <fmOps>

CO.1 Architecting software tenancy is done on 
an ad hoc basis because there exist no 
architectures or structures to guide 
tenancy design

Structure: Module Scopes: Pool or Silo

CO.2 Following principles of SoC is hard 
because there exist minimal best 
practices and no architectural structure 
or conventions for separating software 
parts by concerns

Structure: Module Types App, DB or MS 

CO.3 The PROD file has to be manually down-
loaded via AC or copied to a desired deve-
lopment location using a third party tech-
nology

Process: Automated by BRANCH

CO.4 Structuring code is hard because no hie-
rarchical rules, coding conventions nor 
best practices exist

Structure: - 
Tool: -

CO.5 Documenting code is a manual ad hoc 
process because no code documentation 
conventions are provided

Structure: - 
Process: - 
Tool: -

CO.6 Managing a changelog is a manual ad hoc 
process because no tools are compatible 
and few best practices exist

Structure: ChangeTree structure 
Process: - 
Tool: ChangeLog in App

CO.7 Hard to support code quality monitoring 
and analysis practices

Tool: -

CO.8 Managing repositories and folders is a 
manual ad hoc process because no naming 
conventions, structures nor best practices 
exist

Structure: Branch Types and Deployment 
infrastructure naming conventions (folder 
conventions). 
Process: Automated as part of operations

Table 6.6: Mapping of identified CO challenges to the functionality of fmOps

ID Challenge Mitigation by <fmOps>

BU.1 implementing version control is a manual 
ad hoc process

Structure: Versioning is integrated into 
modules and follows a strict convention. 
Process: Automated by BRANCH, triggered 
by RELEASE 
Tool: Engine

Table 6.7: Mapping of identified BU challenges to the functionality of fmOps
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6.4.3. TEST 

6.4.4. RELEASE 

6.4.5. DEPLOY 

ID Challenge Mitigation by <fmOps>

TE.1 Testing script is a manual and ad hoc 
process because no technology, struc-
tures nor best practices exist

Structures: ScriptTests, ModuleTests and Test 
script folder structure and ScriptTest result 
format 
Process: Automated by TEST 
Tool: Engine

Table 6.8: Mapping of identified TE challenges to the functionality of fmOps

ID Challenge Mitigation by <fmOps>

RE.1 Filenames often have to be manually 
edited

Structure: Filename conventions 
Process: Automated through operations

RE.2 Release notes have to be documented 
manually

Structure: - 
Process: - 
Tool: -

RE.3 The team must plan and possibly notify 
users about the downtime

Process: Automated by RELEASE

Table 6.9: Mapping of identified RE challenges to the functionality of fmOps

ID Challenge Mitigation by <fmOps>

DE.1 cloning DEV is a manual process Process: Automated by RELEASE

DE.2 all current uploading practices require manual 
work and there is no provided functionality to 
move files between FMS installations

Process: Automated by RELEASE

DE.3 Before PROD can be deactivated, the team will 
either have to wait until no clients are connected 
or have to manually disconnect connected clients 
via FMS AC, FMS CLI or FMS A-API

Process: Automated by RELEASE

DE.4 PROD will have to be manually deactivated 
through either FMS AC, FMS CLI or the FMS A-
API

Process: Automated by RELEASE

DE.5 Performing DMT can only be done manually 
through CLI

Process: Automated by RELEASE

DE.6 a developer has to manually review the DMT log 
after the process has finished because log capture 
is not done by default

Process: - 
Tool: -

DE.7 Backing up PROD can only be done by manually 
by either copying the file to another directory or 
trigger a FMS backup schedule via AC, FMS CLI 
or FMS A-API

Process: Automated by RELEASE

DE.8 Activating a file on FMS can only be manually 
triggered via AC, FMS CLI or FMS A-API

Process: Automated by RELEASE
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6.4.6. OPERATE (OP) 

6.4.7. MONITOR (MO) 

DE.9 the EAR decryption password is required to be 
manually entered or passed as parameter

Process: Automated by RELEASE

ID Challenge Mitigation by <fmOps>

Table 6.10: Mapping of identified DE challenges to the functionality of fmOps

ID Challenge Mitigation by <fmOps>

OP.1 FMS can only be operated manually and 
individually through separate AC browser 
windows, A-CLI clients or A-API calls

Process: (Partially) File operations are 
automatically centralized across all servers.  
Tool: (Partially) Engine with Observer and 
Monitor.

OP.2 no central project organization or team 
transparency of what is going on

Tool: (Partially) Engine centralizes Project 
and Module organization and changelog, 
test, release and deployment management 
and overview.

OP.3 to have an automated backup routine for a 
specific file or a group of files a specific 
backup schedule must be manually crea-
ted for these in AC

Process: (Partially) Can be omitted becau-
se Engine handles all operations automati-
cally via CLI or A-API.

OP.4 a single file backup schedule will have to 
be manually edited in AC every time the 
file name changes

Process: (Partially) Can be omitted becau-
se Engine handles all operations automati-
cally via CLI or A-API.

Table 6.11: Mapping of identified OP challenges to the functionality of fmOps

ID Challenge Mitigation by <fmOps>

MO.1 FMS can only be monitored manually and 
individually through AC browser win-
dows or A-API

Process: (Partially) Servers, file status and 
clients are centrally monitored. 
Tool: (Partially) Engine and Monitor in App

MO.2 To roll back to a previous version of a file, 
a backup file will have to be manually 
fetched via AC or a remote backup folder 
using a remote desktop application

Process: (Partially) Manual fetch from 
Recovery Branch

MO.3 FMS log files are only manually downloa-
dable through each FMS’ AC browser 
window

Process: -

Table 6.12: Mapping of identified MO challenges to the functionality of fmOps
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Chapter 6 

7.FMOPS ARCHITECTURE 

fmOps has been developed with the architectural patterns mentioned in 
Section 2.3 in mind. To facilitate scalability and future functionality exten-
sions the resulting architecture gains from a mostly loosely coupled and con-
tinuously refactored codebase. This section aims to briefly describe the solu-
tion architecture from both a database and business logic perspective.  
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7.1. NEW PROCESS FLOW 

The app is an fmOps_app.fmp12 file that runs as a separate piece of software 
within FMP on each developer’s computer. The server side engine is a fmOp-
s_engine.fmp12  file that is hosted on an organizations’ development FMS 
server instance. The engine becomes the controller of all FMS instances that 
is added to the tool’s server environment. The app is the primary user inter-
face that developers interact with when developing, testing, releasing and 
maintaining FMP12 software projects.  
 To visualize the new process flow the same colored arrows from Section 
3.2 are used and revisited in Table 7.1: 

Figure 7.1 shows the high level process flows of the involved DevOps activi-
ties using fmOps:  

 
The essential aspects of fmOps is that all processes and functionalities are 
structured between the App (facilitated by FMP) and the Engine (hosted on 
the DEV FMS). This centralizes operations and makes the engine and the 
DEV FMS a hub for communication with all developers and servers within 
the integrated environment.  
 Figure 7.2 shows the same architecture in more detail. As mentioned, 
the App acts as an extension to FMP. Most tasks are initiated from the app 

Activity category Symbol

Development (modification of FMP12 file)

Testing (regression testing)

Deployment (cloning, moving and decrypting FMP12 file)

Migration (updating deployed FMP12 file)

Operation (activating and deactivating files and administrating FMS)

Monitoring (files and clients)

Local communication

Remote communication

Table 7.1: Mapping of activity categories and color representations.

Figure 7.1: High level improved process flow.
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through the engine but development in files is still performed through the 
FMP script editor. 

 
The engine utilizes a combination of FMS APIs, CLI tools and system scripts 
to perform its operations. The FMS Data API (D-API) is used to communicate 
with files. For instance, the TEST operation both finds a module’s test scripts 
and runs them using the D-API. The FMS Admin API (A-API) is used to 
communicate with FMS. Simple operations only use A-API calls whereas 
more comprehensive ones use a combination of D-API calls, A-API calls and 
dynamic system script files that are provided as part of the server-side instal-
lation of the solution. For instance, a simple operation like OPEN  uses A-API 
calls to change the state of an FMP12 file directly. On the other hand, RELEASE 
also uses A-API to trigger and pass parameters into .sh/.bat  files that uti-
lize SSH for file transferring between servers, DMT for migrations and FMS 
CLI for FMS operations.  

Figure 7.2: Mid-level visualization of improved process flow.
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7.2. DISTRIBUTED DATABASE 

fmOps's underlying data model is based on a distributed ERD diagram with 
local tables on the developer’s PC and shared tables in the Engine.  
 Figure 7.3 shows the database architecture of the App and the Engine. 
The tables are connected using FM’s EDS technology and local data is specific 
per developer (e.g. local settings and local iOS files). Likewise is a basic user 
authentication service which was necessary for a login mechanism. These are 
outside the scope of this thesis but were required to develop the tool. They are 
included in the diagram to show the architectural context of the tool, but 
greyed out. 

 

The underlying data model is split in two independent database relations-
hips; Server and Project. The Server table and the FMP12 table represents all 
servers and files within the environment. They are separated from the rest of 
the architecture to be loosely coupled and support independent monitoring. A 
Project can have an unlimited number of modules and is the central entity of 
the functionality. Modules can have multiple change logs and multiple Modu-
leTests. A ModuleTest will also most likely hold several ScriptTests. Multiple 
releases can be made for a module through the project and a Release can have 

Figure 7.3: fmOps conceptual level ERD
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multiple deployments and migration on behalf of tenants. A low level ERD 
showing table fields and key relationships can be found in Appendix H.1. 

7.3. DISTRIBUTED CODE 

The code base of fmOps has borrowed terminology from MVC but does not 
resemble a proper MVC implementation This is due to the lack of hierarchies,  
structures and types and that FMP, which runs the App, in itself acts as a 
controller.  
 To create structure and archive a relativity small code base (approx. 
2500 lines), four internal script conventions and types have been developed: 
Controller, SubController, Model, SubModel and View. First off, becau-
se the FM code base does not distinguish between hierarchies like classes and 
method, there cannot be established a logical structure between the above 
mentioned types but only a grouping of functionalities. Controllers handle the 
entry point of operations and can call sub controllers, models and views. Sub 
controllers handle pre operations, post operations and background activities 
and must be initiated by a controller but can also be called from other sub 
controllers. Models handle CRUD operations on the database and can be cal-
led from controllers or sub controllers. Models also make use of sub models. 
View scripts update UI elements on Layouts and can be called from Control-
ler or directly through FMP’s interaction controller and has a binding con-
nected through EDS to the Models. thus, changes in the models are automati-
cally synced to the Views that interpret the models.  

7.3.1. DATA FLOW 

Figure 7.4 shows a high level overview of these relationships in an UML-like 
notation. Table 7.2 describes the meaning of the arrows. 

As with the ERD above, this model also shows greyed out elements which are 
only in the diagram for context, but only white rectangles are part of the 
scope of the thesis. 

Meaning Symbol

Local tightly coupled communication

Remote tightly coupled communication

Remote loosely coupled communication

Local loosely coupled communication
Local loosely coupled response

Table 7.4: Arrows related to UML-like data flow diagram
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The main components of the diagram are the controllers ModuleOperation 
(App), ModuleHandler  (Engine) and the sub controllers ModuleHelper  (En-
gine) and OperationHelper  (Engine). These handle the 6 supported opera-
tions OPEN, CLOSE, BRANCH, TEST, RELEASE and REMOVE.  
 Module  is the controller in the App that initiates the ModuleHandler 
Controller on the Engine. ModuleHandler uses ModuleHelper for module ope-
ration preparations and both ModuleHandler and ModuleHelper uses Opera-
tionHelper to prepare and perform API communication. As part of this, sub 
controllers communicates with models.  
 To show a brief overview of how scripts are grouped, ModuleHandler, 
ModuleHelper  and OperationHelper  are listed below. A full overview that 
also show the Models can be found in Appendix H.2.  

Figure 7.4: fmOps Data Flow Diagram
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ModuleHandler  consists of 1 Controller  (.C) script and 5 SubControllers 
(.SC) scripts. These are prefixed accordingly to ease navigation in the editor 
of the IDE. The 5 SubScripts are the main controllers for each of the suppor-
ted operations. SIMPLE covers both OPEN and CLOSE. The ModuleHandler Sub-
Controllers utilize SubControllers from both ModuleHelpers  and Opera-
tionHelpers.  
 From Module in the App, a JSON Object is parsed into ModuleHandler. 
This JSON Object is parsed on and on between all necessary SubControllers. 
An example of a JSON Object for a DEV module mainDB 0.1.1 in a project cal-
led KARL would look like this: 

{
“fileType”:"DEV",
“moduleName":"mainDB",
“moduleVersion”:"0-1-1",
“operation”:"TEST",
“projectName”:"KARL"

} 

This Object is used for all supported operations. Only the operation change.  

 

 

Figure 7.5: “Class”-like  
diagram for fmOps’s  

script layers. 
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Chapter 8 

8.EVALUATION 

To evaluate the solution I try to apply a basic example of how a module goes 
through the activities that were previously identified in Section 3.3. To see 
how fmOps differs from the common baseline established in Section 3.6 and 
the proposed solutions from related work in Chapter 4, process flows, chal-
lenge mitigations and the DevOps maturity assessments will be compa-
red.  
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8.1. OPTIMIZED DEVOPS PRACTICES 

For this example, we assume that FMS has been configured on servers and 
that an Environment has been setup for fmOps. In the Environment a Project 
called KARL has been created and within this a single Silo  Module mainDB 
0.1.0 that will be used throughout the example. All previous steps are cove-
red in Appendix G. To challenge the deployment capability of fmOps the Mo-
dule has been deployed to four different tenants (TEN1, TEN2, TEN3, TEN4) 
across two servers (SER1, SER2). 

8.1.1. DEVELOPMENT 

Figure 8.1: In the Project, there only exist the single module mainDB  0.1.0 
which was just created. 

 

Figure 8.2: To start development on mainDB 0.1.0 we click the ellipsis icon to 
discover the BRANCH operation.  

 

 

Clicking BRANCH performs the operation that clones the Sample mainDB 0.1.0 
into a DEV mainDB 0.1.1 Module on the Development Branch which progress 
is shown in the Activity Viewer shown in figure 8.3. 

 

Figure 8.1: Sample module.

Figure 8.2: Branching a Sample to DEV.

Figure 8.3: Activity Viewer: BRANCH initiated. 
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Figure 8.4: After a few seconds the Activity Viewer shows that the BRANCH 
succeeded: 

 

The mainDB 0.1.1 module is now launched on the Development Branch and 
the patch part of the version number has automatically been incremented by 
1 as shown in Figure 8.5. The DEV module has a dark green color, shows the 
version number, a number indicating the number of change logs for the mo-
dule and is market CLOSED.  

 

Figure 8.6: When clicked, the module becomes highlighted and shows an auto 
generated branch tree in the ChangeLog Sidebar: 

 

 

Figure 8.7: In order to access the module and make modifications it needs to 
be activated. Clicking the Module will highlight it and an ellipsis icon ap-
pears. Clicking this icon opens an action popover that shows the supported 
module operations: 

Figure 8.4: Activity Viewer: BRANCH successful. 

Figure 8.5: Sample module and Inactive DEV module

Figure 8.6: Selecting a DEV module shows its changelog. 
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Figure 8.8: From here, we choose OPEN  and the Activity Viewer shows the 
process of changing the file’s status on the server.  

 

Figure 8.9: After a few seconds the Activity Viewer shows that the OPEN suc-
ceeded: 

 

Figure 8.10: The module is now activated and accessible to all developers con-
tributing to the KARL project. Visually, the module changed to a lighter gre-
en color and the CLOSED indicator is now a CONNECT button.  

 

To access the module we press CONNECT. This launches the hosted file na-
med DEV_mainDB_v0-1-1.fmp12 directly in the FMP IDE and changes can be 
made to the Module. 

Figure 8.7: Inactive highlighted module on DEV 

Figure 8.8: Activity Viewer: OPEN initiated. 

Figure 8.9: Activity Viewer: OPEN successful. 

Figure 8.10: Example of an active module on the DEV branch
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The previous steps addressed the challenges branching file for development 
(CO.3), managing repository/folder structures (CO.8) and versioning (BU.1) 
using a structured workflow of two simple manual steps. 
  
During development on the mainDB 0.1.1 modifications can be documented 
for the purpose of backtracking and to let other developers know what has 
been changed. This is performed by selecting the DEV  module on the Devel-
opment Branch, pressing the + on the ChangeLog sidebar and adding a 
description as shown in Figure 8.11. 

 

Pressing COMMIT adds the comment to the the change tree, but does not in 
this implementation create a new version. Instead, comments will relate to 
the same version until it is released. The full change tree for 0.1.1 now looks 
as in Figure 8.12: 

 

Figure 8.11: Adding a change log to a module in fmOps.

Figure 8.12: Example of ChangeLog in fmOps
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Some operations will automatically document logs to the ChangeLog. For in-
stance, when the BRANCH  command was performed earlier the log #1 shown 
above was automatically documented. The rest of the changes have been ma-
nually added, showing a + icon for additions and a ~ for modifications to exi-
sting functionality. Here, in the limited implementation, the log guesses for 
words in the comment that could indicate addition or modification which is 
not a viable solution.  
 Managing the changelog (CO.6) has been structured and a tool is avai-
lable to handle it. The process is however still manual and developers could 
forget to add a log for all the modifications they perform.  

8.1.2. TESTING 

In fmOps a Module can only be released if it has passed all its ScriptTests. 
A default Module in fmOps holds placeholder tests that will not allow a RE-
LEASE  without them being edited to succeed. However, this could easily be 
dodged by just statically editing the result to the acceptable “OK” result (see 
script testing convention in Section 6.2.4). Hence, it will still be up to develo-
pers to edit them properly and write new ones continuously while adding fun-
ctionality during development. However, this is not much different than in 
other languages. For instance, in a new Xcode project empty tests reside that 
pass without them needing to be edited.  
 To test the Module, we select it on the Development Branch and press 
TEST as shown in Figure 8.13. 

 

Figure 8.14: This initiates a ModuleTest which progress is shown in the Acti-
vity Viewer: 

 

Figure 8.13: DEV module: popover.

Figure 8.14: Activity Viewer: Preparing tests.
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Figure 8.15: The Engine will automatically look for ScriptTests within the 
Module: 

 
Figure 8.16: Opening the Observer window now shows the status and prog-
ress of the ModuleTest: 

 
If a test failed, the Activity Viewer will show “TEST Succeed with Issues” as 
shown in Figure 8.17. The reason the TEST operation succeeded is because the 
operation itself succeed in finding the tests. This is relevant to show because 
the testing relies on developers properly following the conventions mentioned  
in Section 6.2.4. 

 
If tests are not structured properly (e.g. if not placed in the default test fol-
ders in the Script Workspace) the Environment Engine will not be able to find 
the tests through the A-API. Therefore, showing that the TEST operation 
succeeded shows that the ScriptTests have been structured properly. Devel-
opers can then find information about the error by clicking on the warning 
sign. After having fixed the errors all tests finally passed as represented in 
Figure 8.18: 

 
The previous testing steps show how fmOps addresses regression testing 
(TE.1). Tests are structured and two proposed types Unit or Integration are 
available to be used if developers wish, however these types do currently not 

Figure 8.15: Activity Viewer: TEST operation running.

Figure 8.16: Observer: Test results overview.

Figure 8.17: Activity Viewer: ScriptTests failed.

Figure 8.18: Activity Viewer: All ScriptTests succeeded.
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result in any difference in functionality. The testing process however, is semi-
automated and fmOps is the first tool to facilitate script testing. 

8.1.3. RELEASING AND DEPLOYING 

The RELEASE operation releases the DEV Module to the Sample branch where it 
replaces the old Sample version. Next, it looks for existing deployments 
among the Tenants in the environment where an old version of the Module 
exist. The RELEASE command on a DEV module is inactive by default as seen in 
Figure 8.13 above. It only becomes visible if all tests of the latest ModuleTest 
were successful as shown in Figure 8.19: 

 

Pressing RELEASE triggers a window as shown in Figure 8.20. Here, the deve-
loper is required to specify the version number of the new Module that will be 
released. In the basic implementation of version control the number must ad-
here to the proposed convention described in Section 6.2.3, but this might not 
be sufficient for all teams. If it does not match the convention, the RELEASE 
operation will fail and the Activity Viewer will show that the version number 
was incompatible. 

 

Figure 8.19: Popover on DEV module showing that TEST 
was successful and that RELEASE can be initiated

Release mainDB_v0-1-1

Figure 8.20: Specifying version number during RELEASE
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Pressing Release starts the automated release process shown in Figure 8.21 
which is fully handled by the Engine until the Module has been updated on 
all four Tenants.  

 
When the RELEASE process has finished the change log is automatically upda-
ted to show that the old Sample Module has been replaced by the DEV module 
which has become the new Sample. This is shown in Figure 8.22. 

 
On the Release page within the Project Workspace, a release record has 
showed up and shows that the deployment process has started as shown in 
Figure 8.23: 

 
On the Deployments page, shown in Figure 8.24, all four deployments now 
also show that an update is available. It shows that the deployment on TEN2 
was accessed recently and that TEN4 is currently in use. 

 

Figure 8.21: RELEASE progress

Figure 8.22: Automated RELEASE log in ChangeLog

Figure 8.23: Release page showing that RELEASE is initiating migrations

Figure 8.24: Deployments page showing that deployments are outdated.
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To get more information about the migration progress we open the Observer, 
shown in Figure 8.25. Here we can see that the migration of the module on 
TEN1 has started. We also see that the status of TEN2 and TEN4 is “Awai-
ting Tenant”. This is because TEN4 is currently in use and TEN2 has recent-
ly been accessed.   

 
Some minutes later the migrations has progressed as seen in Figure 8.26, Fi-
gure 8.27 and Figure 8.28. TEN4 is still in use and thus has still not been up-
dated. It will automatically be triggered when no clients has connected to it 
for 20 minutes.  

 

 

 
In fmOps the release process triggers the deployment process and thus they 
currently function as a single process. Both during release and during migra-

Figure 8.25: Observer: Migrations initiated.

Figure 8.26: Observer: Most migrations complete.

Figure 8.27: Releases page showing migration progress.

Figure 8.28: Deployments page showing that tenants were updated.
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tion the filenames of the modules are automatically modified to fit the file 
naming convention (RE.1) mentioned in Section 6.2.3. First, to change the 
version number and later add the tenant id as prefix after migration. Because 
deployment is automated and the system waits for tenants to become inactive 
there is no need for managing downtime (RE.3, DE.3) because the Engine 
will automatically try to migrate when it assumes a longer period of inactivi-
ty (mentioned in Section 6.1.7). The actual downtime is only in the phase of 
file replacement and the migration is performed. The migration duration and 
thus downtime is linear to the file size but will depend on hardware resour-
ces. For instance, on an m5ad.2xlarge AWS instance the DMT process for a 
10MB file took seconds while a 15GB file took close to 20 minutes [23]. 
 After release, when the Engine realizes that a newer version of a 
deployed Module exists it automatically clones the new Sample (DE.1) and 
deploys it (DE.2) to a temporary location of each server in which a migration 
process for each tenant will automatically be triggered (DE.5) if allowed by 
client activity. When a migration is triggered it will automatically take down 
the outdated PROD file (DE.4) and back it up (DE.7). When migration is fi-
nished the new PROD file is automatically moved to the correct directory on 
FMS, activated and decrypted (DE.8 and DE.9).  
 In Section 3.3.6 it was identified that the deployment process using 
DMT required 9 manual steps of which most involved manual file handling 
through a combination of FMS AC, a remote desktop application and manual 
CLI work. Using fmOps, all steps are automated as part of the RELEASE com-
mand that requires 1 manual step; pressing RELEASE. 

8.1.4. OPERATING AND MONITORING 

By centralizing simple multiple monitoring metrics and basic file operations 
across multiple FMS installations the Monitor partially solves the challenge 
of OP and MO. Instead of having to access every server through its separate 
browser tab there is a single UI refreshed every minute. The challenges are 
only partially mitigated and below are listed elaborations on why that is: 

OP.1 Only operations regarding DevOps (file operations) are cen-
tralized. Administration and configuration of servers are still 
required to be done through AC. However, administrating 
FMS is mostly for initial configuration and maintenance. For 
instance, when an SSL certificate has to be annually re-
newed or when an FMS update is available.  

OP.2 Although the Observer provides team transparency of prog-
ress and status insights for testing and deployment to all 
team members, fmOps is not a project management tool. 
Thus, there have been no focus on supporting planning nor 
issue tracking activities. The tool should be combined with 
regular agile management tools that support frameworks 
such as Scrum. For instance Jira.  
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OP.3 & OP.4 AC is commonly used for three purposes: to perform deploy-
ment operations on files, to create or maintain server sche-
dules or to administrate FMS. Because the Engine automati-
cally handles all operations the need for server schedules are 
omitted. However, some teams might still want special sche-
dules, and they will still have to be created via AC. 

MO.1 Monitoring is limited to FMS and does not provide hardware 
resource utilization insights. Only FMS info, file info and cli-
ent count. 

MO.2 Currently, there is no operation to recover files or automati-
cally roll back to a previous version. For now, this will have 
to be done manually the same way most developers handle 
deployments. Although, now the backups are centrally stored 
on the Recovery branch in stead of in folders created by a ba-
ckup schedule. 
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8.2. COMPARISON OF PROCESS FLOWS 

To show how the DevOps processes have been improved this section compares 
the process flow visualization of common flows with the ones obtained 
through fmOps. Table 7.1 revisits the colored arrows used in Section 3.1 and 
adds Testing to the list.  

8.2.1. SINGLE DEVELOPER WITH DEV AND SINGLE PROD SERVER 

The core of the optimized practices is the centralized Engine that runs the 
Environment. This is visualized in Figure 8.29. In it was concluded that the 
DMT process using fmOps has been improved from 9 manual steps per tenant 
to 1 manual step for all tenants. 

 

Using fmOps all activities now run from FMP directly through FMS. From 
here, the engine which is hosted on FMS handles everything automatically. 

Activity category Symbol
Development (modification of FMP12 file)
Testing (regression testing)
Deployment (cloning, moving and decrypting FMP12 file)
Migration (updating deployed FMP12 file)
Operation (activating and deactivating files and administrating FMS)
Monitoring (files and clients)
Local communication
Remote communication

Table 8.1: Mapping of activity categories and color representations.

Figure 8.29: High-level comparison of the recommended DMT deployment method
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For instance, releasing an FMP12 file through fmOps will automatically start 
a deployment operation that handle file operations (blue), transfers (red) and 
DMT migrations (orange). While most operations are required to be triggered 
from the app the engine is decoupled enough to handle various background 
activities like testing, deployments, migrations and monitoring independently 
of the app. Because the engine centralizes and automates underlying activi-
ties collaborate DevOps practices become structured and efficient. 

8.2.2. MULTIPLE DEVELOPERS WITH DEV AND MULTIPLE PROD SERVERS 

Imagine that an extra developer PC or PROD server would be added to the 
visualization of the common process flow shown in Figure 8.30. The visualiza-
tion would be too complex and shows why utilizing multiple product servers 
are rarely practices in FM. However, using fmOps, as shown in Figure 7.30 
adding an extra developer or server to this model avoids duplicated manual 
activities. 

 

Instead, only the automated activities performed by the engine are duplica-
ted. Hence, all processes are handled in a controlled and monitored environ-
ment that is visible to all developers through the app. This enables a scalable 
framework for collaborative DevOps practices.  

Figure 8.30: High-level visualization of new process flow with more devs and servers.
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8.3. COMPARISON OF CHALLENGE MITIGATIONS 

To show the practical improvements this section compares the challenge mi-
tigations from fmOps to the ones proposed by the related work. These are li-
sted in Table 8.2. System Structure (SS) represents a lack of structure and 
conventions, Process Efficiency (PE) a lack of automation and Tool Compatibi-
lity (TC) a lack of tool.  

The challenge mitigation comparison shows that fmOps has a broader mitiga-
tion focus than what has been proposed by related work. Wheres Otto and 

Challenge ID Challenge Area Otto 360Deploy Inspector Pro fmOps

CO.1 SS - - - SS

CO.2 SS - - - SS

CO.3 PE - - - PE

CO.4 SS, TC - - - -

CO.5 SS, PE, TC - - - -

CO.6 SS, PE, TC - - SS, TC SS, TC

CO.7 TC - - TC -

CO.8 SS, PE - - - SS, PE

BU.1 SS, PE, TC - - - SS, PE, TC

TE.1 SS, PE, TC - - - SS, PE, TC

RE.1 SS, PE - PE - SS, PE

RE.2 SS, PE, TC - - - -

RE.3 PE PE PE - PE

DE.1 PE PE PE - PE

DE.2 PE PE PE - PE

DE.3 PE PE PE - PE

DE.4 PE PE PE - PE

DE.5 PE PE PE - PE

DE.6 PE, TC PE, TC - - -

DE.7 PE PE PE - PE

DE.8 PE PE PE - PE

DE.9 PE PE PE - PE

OP.1 PE, TC - - - (PE, TC)

OP.2 TC - - TC (TC)

OP.3 PE - - - (PE)

OP.4 PE - - - (PE)

MO.1 PE, TC - - - (PE, TC)

MO.2 PE - - - (PE)

MO.3 PE (PE) - - -

Table 8.2: Challenge mitigation comparison of related work and fmOps
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360Deploy provides similar functionality in the DEPLOY phase fmOps adds 
further functionality within the areas of version control, change logging and 
testing. Furthermore, challenges regarding centralization and team transpa-
rency of OPERATE and MONITOR are partially mitigated.  

8.4. COMPARISON OF DEVOPS MATURITIES 

8.4.1. MATURITY ASSESSMENT USING FMOPS 

To reach capability A of Branch and merge code must be stored under version 
control. To reach B there must exist a collaborate branching strategy. To 
reach C thew branching strategy must be DevOps compatible by for instance 
implementing trunk based development. That is, having a collaborate branch 
that all developers work off from and merge into. This is what fmOps’s Samp-
le branch is for. To reach D the practice of feature toggles must be implemen-
ted.  
 fmOps does not address any functionality of Development quality im-
provement because code is not monitored.  
 To reach A in Test automation, manual unit tests must be performed 
systematically. To reach B, manual test practices must be expanded to also 
support integration and regression testing. To reach C, systematic testing 
must be automated and tests must also cover non-functional tests. In fmOps 
tests are manually triggered before a Module is allowed to be released. Auto-
mating the TEST process could easily be automated however it has been pur-
posely build to be manually triggered. But, non-functional tests have not been 
part of the initiate test scope. 
 To reach B in Deployment automation software is deployed to some en-
vironments automatically. This would usually be internal environments like 
staging environments. To reach C, deployments to all environments occurs in 
an automated manner following the practice of CD. Further, data model 
changes should also be processed automatically. This is the case of fmOps’s 
deployment process that automatically deploys and updates data scheme 
changes through DMT when allowed by the individual tenant. To reach D, 
the process from testing to deployment and migrations would need to be com-
plete automated as well as support automated rollback.  

Focus Area (Feijter) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Branch and merge A B C D

Build automation A B C

Development quality improvement A B C D E

Test automation A B C D E

Deployment automation A B C D

Table 8.3: DevOps maturity assessment using fmOps (Feijter)
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T2 defines level 1 as manual tests, level 2 is defines as functional test auto-
mation and level 3 as triggered automated tests which is what fmOps’s TEST 
operation is. To reach level 4 continuous testing and monitoring must be pra-
cticed which involves testing and monitoring throughout more phases of De-
vOps. 
 T3 defines level 2 as versioned data model changes that are as mini-
mum handled using automated scripts. To reach level 3 these must be auto-
mated as part of the deployment process, which they are in fmOps. Level 4 
requires continuous testing and that rollbacks are tested for every deploy-
ment.   
 T4 defines level 3 as non-production deployment automation which is 
similar to the capability B of deployment automation of Feijter’s maturity 
model. To reach level 4 all environments including production must also be 
automatically deployed to, which is similar to the capability C of Feijter’s. 
 T5 defines level 2 as collaborative development introducing version con-
trol and the ability to revert back to earlier versions. This is partly what the 
Recovery branch achieves because it structures older versions, however, in 
the limited implementation reverting to an older version is required to be per-
formed manually by moving the file from a Recovery folder to a Sample folder 
on the server. To reach level 3 requires continuous monitoring combined with 
automated test cycles every time a change has been committed. This could be 
achieved by implementing a trigger in modules that would start tests if so-
mething changed. However, it is currently not achieved.  
 T8 defines level 3 as implementing integrated monitoring by practicing 
continuous customer monitoring. This is partly what the deployments page in 
the Project Workspace and the Monitor window achieves. Metrics currently 
show basic connection information and are integrated in both the tool as well 
as the migration processes. To reach level 4 the monitoring dashboards like 
the fmOps’s Monitor window would need to show some sort of analytics or in-
telligence. 
 From the above assessments the second research question “How can the 
developed solution improve the general DevOps maturity of a team?” (RQ2) 
can now be answered. Based on the above models it can be concluded that 
fmOps generally improves the DevOps maturity of all areas except the devel-
opment quality improvements area of Feijter et al. Development practices 

Focus Area (Bucena) 1 2 3 4 5

T2 (test automation)

T3 (migration)

T4 (deployment automation)

T5 (version control and code analysis)

T8 (Monitoring)

Table 8.4: DevOps maturity assessment using fmOps (Bucena et al.)
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such as version control and branching gains 20-40% maturity, testing 30-60%, 
deployment 30-40% and monitoring 25%.  
  
As previously done, and explained in Section 3.5 a generalized DevOps asses-
sment from the two above maturity models is derived in Figure 7.31. 

 
The reason why the RELEASE and OPERATE phases have also gained maturity 
without being part of the maturity models is that they are integrated parts of 
the deployment functionality of fmOps. 

8.4.2. COMPARING MATURITY ASSESSMENTS 

To compare how the related work and the proposed solution respectively im-
proves the general DevOps maturity Table 7.5 and Table 7.6 compress Fei-
jter's and Bucena’s maturity models.  

Based on the sub set of Feijter’s model it shows that fmOps generally im-
proves the maturity to a higher extend than the related work. However, In-
spector Pro offers improvements in a specific area that neither of the other 
investigated work nor fmOps addresses. Using fmOps in combination with 
Inspector Pro would raise the overall maturity level across all investigated 
areas.  

Figure 8.31: DevOps maturity using fmOps.

Otto 360Deploy Inspector Pro fmOps
Branch and merge 1 1 1 1 +4

Build automation 10 10 10 10 

Dev. Quality improvement 0 0 0 +5 0

Test automation 1 1 1 1 +3

Deployment automation 4 +3 4 +3 4 4 +3

Score: 19 Score: 19 Score: 21 Score: 26

Table 8.5: Comparison of DevOps maturity assessments (Feijter)

Otto 360Deploy Inspector Pro fmOps
T2 (test automation) 0 0 0 0 +3

T3 (migration) 1 +2 +2 1 1 +2

T4 (deploy. automation) 2 +2 2 +2 2 2 +2

T5 (VC and code analysis) 1 1 1 +3 1 +1

T8 (monitoring) 2 2 2 2 +1

Score: 10 Score: 10 Score: 9 Score: 15

Table 8.6: Comparison of DevOps maturity assessments (Bucena)
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Based on Bucena’s model it shows that fmOps improves the general maturity 
in all investigated areas. It could even be argued that the general level of 15 
points would make an acceptable foundation. However, as before, Inspector 
Pro offers greater improvements in T5. Also, unlike the maturity model by 
Feijter this model does not weigh the level of the areas differently although in 
reality some aspects might be more critical than others. This is what Feijter’s 
model addresses and why it can be argued to show a more accurate results. 
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8.5. FINAL ASSESSMENT 

To sum up the evaluation, the conclusions can be derived into the generalized 
colored symbols in Table 8.8. To clarify the color representations we first revi-
sit the categorization from Section 3.6 in Table 8.7.  

To recap, the percentage represent to what extend maturity has been rea-
ched. This is averaged from the two previously visited models from Feijter 
and Bucena.  

 

Also here, it becomes apparent that fmOps adds general value to most of the 
DevOps areas, however not as much as Inspector Pro in the CODE phase. It 
should be clear that this comparison method is not a generally known appro-
ach but only a visual representation that seemed appropriate within the 
scope of this thesis. 

Achievement percentage N/A 0-24 % 25-49 % 50-74 % 75-100%

Color representation

Table 8.7: Color rating system for DevOps symbol

Table 8.8: Comparison of generalized DevOps maturity across maturity models
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9.REFLECTIONS 

The previous chapter concludes that based on evaluation using theoretical 
models fmOps increases a team’s ability to adapt improved DevOps practices. 
However, an important distinction is that the solution has not been tested by 
the target audience and thus there are major threads to the validity of the 
evaluation. Assuming that the the solution had been tested by third party de-
velopers, implementing fmOps alone would still only provide a proposed path. 
To fully utilize the potential of fmOps organizations might also have to achie-
ve an improved level of DevOps maturity in the areas outside the scope of this 
thesis; organizational foundation, culture and people.  

9.1. THREADS TO VALIDITY 

9.1.1. EVALUATION METHOD 

Because the evaluation is not based on developers’ feedback, it can only show 
an assumed theoretical improvement and it cannot be concluded whether the 
solution will be understood or fit into organizations’ current development pra-
ctices and workflows. This limitation was expected because it was assumed 
that there would not be enough time to both address a broad feature set and 
evaluate based on feedback. The reach a result, it seemed appropriate to per-
form a theoretical assessment of a tangible example project going through the 
same identified minimal set of activities that were used to assess the common 
maturity baseline in Section 3.6.  

9.1.2. MATURITY MODELS 

The evaluation was based on sub sets of two independent and different ma-
turity models that seemed most prominent in the field (see Section 2.2.2). The 
reason why the process category of Bucena’s model was omitted was that de-
spite the thesis is process focused the process areas of the model were hard to 
measure. Whereas technology and product areas can can be measured in a 
tangible manner evaluation of the process areas are more complex in that 
they are dependent on how an organization practice the available tools. It is 
not apparent from the two maturity models whether an assessment can actu-
ally be properly performed without looking into all areas of the respective 
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models. To fit within the scope of this thesis it has however been necessary. 
Also, the rating system of the model by Bucena is weighted similarly and does 
not take into account whether some DevOps areas are more critical than ot-
hers. This is however addressed in the proposed model by Feijter et al. 

9.1.3. DEVOPS 

DevOps as theory and its definitions and models are yet to be matured them-
selves [5]. There still does not exist a common definition or method for asses-
sing maturity and thus the models are not generally understood methods for 
assessment. As witnessed, the two different models categorizes and prioritize 
different aspects of DevOps — even within their similar categories. Therefore, 
to obtain a more general assessment the rating systems of the two were com-
bined to a single visual representation using a colored DevOps symbol. The 
assessments and especially the generalized average summarized as the col-
ored DevOps symbol should not be understood as a definite method for com-
parison, but only as a graphical way of showing the improved aspects. Despite 
the maturity models being different they both show improvement in similar 
areas which could indicate a general theoretical improvement.  

9.2. IMPLEMENTATION 

The feature set of fmOps has been limited to the scope of DevOps and time 
period by identifying the most relevant functionalities for each challenge 
area. These requirements were defined in Section 5.2. Based on the evalua-
tion using two independent maturity models it can be derived that theoreti-
cally the solution generally improves the DevOps areas of concern. However, 
because the goal of the thesis was to mitigate a broad spectrum of challenges 
the optimizations could have been more focused. If only a few specific chal-
lenges had been investigated and mitigated they could have been addressed 
more in depth, but it would not necessarily have improved the overall DevOps 
maturity. For instance, having only focused on version control and change 
logging the tool could have utilized the XML representation of FMP12 files (see 
Appendix C.1) to automatically generate the visual ChangeLog. Furthermore, 
the committing of change logs could have been implemented to create a new 
version rather than submitting multiple comments to the same version and 
requiring a release to change the version. This could also have facilitated a 
functionality to revert back to earlier versions. However, this might be hard 
to implement and would require individual branches per developer. In this 
solution, it was the goal to support collaborative development to the same fi-
les simultaneously. 
 Through the planning of the feature set it was decided that a general 
level of integration and automation was required as prerequisite for other 
functionality to be implemented. This was also derived from the maturity as-
sessment of the related work. For instance, in order to implement testing, we 
would need some sort of versioning in order to distinguish different files from 
each other. This is why the current feature set tries to generally raise the ma-
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turity of most of the areas. This has created a decent maturity foundation 
that can further be extended.  
 As previously mentioned, a tool will not alone provide the better practi-
ces, but with a team effort to implement agile approaches the tool can facili-
tate an available framework. The rules (e.g. file and folder structures, naming 
conventions and types) of the tool directly forces teams to follow these propo-
sed workflows while other functionality is up to the team to continuously uti-
lize. For instance, the concept of modules and different types, branching, ver-
sioning, testing and deployment automation all creates strict unmodifiable 
workflows. This is strongly intentional because many FM developers are not 
familiar with those practices. Thus, implementing the tool alone automatical-
ly facilities a proposed way to accomplish it. However, the evaluation is not 
based on developers’ responses and therefore it cannot be derived whether the 
tool works in practice. 

9.2.1. MANUAL FUNCTIONALITY 

Some functionality has purposely been left manual where it could have been 
automated further. In the BRANCH operation a module will have to be opened 
manually on the DEV branch. This is a choice left to the developer to keep the 
users feel in charge. Regarding testing, the TEST operation that triggers a Mo-
duleTest to automatically run all ScriptTests could have been automated in 
two ways. It could have been automatically triggered by the RELEASE  opera-
tion or it could have been triggered every time a change had been committed 
for a module. This would have resulted in an increased maturity assessment 
because automated testing is a central part of CI. Keeping it manual was an 
active decision to address the end user’s potential unawareness of the concept 
of testing scripts. By manually triggering testing and only be able to perform 
the RELEASE operation when all tests have succeeded might help educate the 
developer’s understanding of the intended workflow. For more advanced deve-
lopers that are aware of the concept it might make sense to offer a setting in 
the Project Configuration page to enable automated testing. 

9.2.2. UNCONTROLLABLE FUNCTIONALITY 

Some functionality, although being automated, will be hard to control and 
some will solely be up to the team to continuously practice in order for the 
tool to gain its maximum potential. For instance, as part of the deployment 
and migration process it might happen that a module never becomes inactive 
as required by DMT. This would result in the automated migration never be-
ing triggered. In this case, connected clients and the respective modules 
would have to be manually disconnected and shut down through AC for every 
FMS instance. As for the responsibilities of the team, practicing continuous 
delivery with small modifications per deployment, writing sufficient tests and 
committing sufficient changes to the change log are hard to force without 
further automation and could easily be discarded by the team using the tool.  
 While further automation and integration could be developed to mitiga-
te remaining challenges and organizational culture this is where the scope of 
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tool functionality hits the wall of the limited time frame. It is essential that 
the tool should be developed further to extent current features and support 
some of the challenges that still remain. Currently, because of the time frame 
fmOps lacks extension to functionality in the areas of multi-user transparen-
cy, operation error handling and deployment scalability. This is elaborated in 
the next section. 
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10.FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS 

There are vast areas for improvements and ideas for extensions that should 
be looked into. The areas involve further automation, functionality exten-
sions, software quality improvements and multi-user traceability. 

10.1. TOOL INSTALLATION AND CONFIGURATION 

Currently, the setup and configuration of the tool requires downloading of fi-
les and folders to be manually inserted into the file systems of the servers on 
which FMS operate. Installation should be automated to make it easier for 
test participants to getting started.  

10.2. BRANCHING AND VERSION CONTROL 

Currently, fmOps only supports default fixed branches. The DEV branch is 
shared between all developers in a team and the only place modifications can 
be made to a file. It should be investigated how the tool could facilitate a full 
DTAP (Development, Testing, Acceptance, and Production) environment and 
how individual or feature branches could be implemented. Furthermore, a 
commit to the ChangeLog could create minor versions, which it currently is 
not. This may sacrifice the support of shared simultaneous development and 
require a merging technology. The XML representation of the FMP12 file 
could be used in combination with a new CLI tool CAUT which is in develop-
ment preview by FM [18]. It allows building an FMP12 file from two com-
partmentalized XML documents. However, compartmentalizing XML into a 
standalone file is complicated because of the current XML structure of 
FMP12 files [19]. Therefore, it currently would require much manual work. 
To automate, XML parsers such as Nokogiri [24] and fast-xml-parser [25] 
should be investigated. 
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10.3. CHANGELOG 

10.3.1. AUTOMATION 

The change log is based on manual commits of free text and the change tree 
visualization guesses for synonym of “added”, “modified”, “removed” to draw 
the symbols. Further work should look into automatic analysis of the XML 
representation of FMP12  files as mentioned above (see Appendix C.1) to both 
document changes and visualize the change tree. 

10.3.2. TRACEABILITY 

While fmOps supports multiple users to perform operations on files and 
commit changes for modules there currently is no traceability of what develo-
per committed what.  

10.4. TESTING 

10.4.1. AUTOMATION 

As discussed in Section 9.2.1 testing could be automatic, both triggered after 
each change detection or as part of the RELEASE process. This should be offe-
red as an additional functionality enabled within the Configuration page of 
each Project. 

10.4.2. EXTENSION 

For simplicity, testing is currently performed on the DEV branch and thus on 
the developer server. For larger projects or larger teams it might make sense 
to separate testing to a dedicated branch and server. Hence, if a system wide 
error occur while testing it does not implicate development work. Testing on a 
separate server could also facilitate a staging environment for more accurate 
tests. 

10.4.3. TRACEABILITY 

Tests currently either pass or fail and only limited error information is avai-
lable through fmOps. The test architecture should be build to provide detailed 
logs of occurred activities. This could potentially be combined with the utiliza-
tion of the XML representation mentioned in Section 10.2. 
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10.5. DEPLOYMENT 

10.5.1. AUTOMATION 

The RELEASE operation only works if at least a single similar module exist on 
a PROD server in the environment. The first deployment for each module for a 
tenant is currently still required to be manually deployed. Tenants could be 
created via fmOps and automatically deploy the relevant modules or this 
could be handled externally (see Deployment API). 

10.5.2. API 

It would serve a purpose to offer an API allowing organizations to integrate 
the initial tenant deployments into their own frontends. This would enable 
organizations that offer SaaS for a vertical market to trigger tenant creation 
and deployment of modules through their own web sign up forms. 

10.5.3. INTEGRITY 

A DMT process is memory intensive. Even for small files (< 10 MB) the pro-
cess can take up several GB. This is the reason why migration processes are 
currently triggered sequentially. If the DMT process takes up more resources 
than available on a server it will result in FMS crashing. Because migrations 
are performed on each individual production server that could potentially 
trigger FMS crashes migration should be separated to a dedicated memory 
optimized server. 
 In the current implementation the challenge of migration log fetching 
has not been mitigated. Therefore, migrations are only considered either suc-
cessful or unsuccessful and errors have to be handled manually. As part of 
the DMT process a new FMP12  file is generated. fmOps rates the migration 
successful if that file was generated in the correct directory and does not 
check the integrity of the file. Because it is possible for a DMT process to fail 
in sub parts of the migration a new generated file could be created successful-
ly but not fully migrated resulting in an incomplete update process. Imple-
mentation of the migration log should enable automatic rollbacks if an error 
is detected during migration.  

10.5.4. CONCURRENCY 

To speed up migration processes in environments with many migration heavy 
projects concurrent migration processes could be implemented using the rela-
ted work of YADMT [26](see Appendix F.1). However, to avoid FMS crashing 
migration could either be moved to a separate memory optimized server as 
mentioned above or implement dynamic parallelism relative to the memory 
specification of the migration server. 
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10.5.5. PATCHING 

At the moment updates to hosted modules are deployed and migrated similar-
ly independent of the modification scope. It is currently not possible to only 
deploy and update a sub part of a module. The whole module will be migrated 
and replaced even if no changes have been made because there is no integra-
ted change analysis to compare files. However, the CAUT (see Appendix D.6) 
is a new updating approach to the DMT. While it has still not been thoroug-
hly developed to its full potential it allows a patch (sub part of modified XML 
representation) to be directly patched to a hosted module’s data scheme wit-
hout the need for DMT. Thus, it omits downtime, file handling and data mi-
gration because changes are applied directly to the hosted module. When the 
tool is fully matured it should be implemented in fmOps’s deployment archi-
tecture. Combined with integrated change analysis as mentioned in Section 
9.2.1 the environment Engine should automatically be able to choose between 
DMT and CAUT depending on the scope of the update. 

10.6. SOFTWARE QUALITY 

10.6.1. ACTIVITY LOGGING 

The only implemented transparency to track different developer’s activities 
are the shared interfaces; the Project Workspace with its shared branches 
and change log and the Observer with shared overview of all tests and migra-
tions. However, no log or history of neither individual nor shared previous 
activities is kept. A history of activity logs should be accessible from the Pro-
ject Workspace.  

10.6.2. ERROR HANDLING 

Crucial components of the environment engine are currently not properly er-
ror handled. For instance, the moduleHandler,  ModuleHelper  and  Opera-
tionHelper do not properly recover themself if an error occurs. In the event 
of an error files might have to be manually recovered through file folders on 
the OS of the respective servers. 
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11.CONCLUSION 

11.1. SUMMARY 

29 challenges for an FMP12 file through the phases of DevOps have been 
identified. These are based on FM documentation, an official FM DevOps we-
binar and a survey that received responses from 51 professional developers. 
This enabled an establishment of a DevOps maturity baseline used for com-
parability throughout the paper. This showed a generally low common ma-
turity. Proposed solutions from related work has also been investigated, as-
sessed and compared to how they could improve overall DevOps maturity, 
respectively. From this, it was evaluated that to improve overall maturity of a 
team it is not sufficient to only mitigate challenges within a single DevOps 
phase because many activities are interrelated. This is what all solutions 
from related work had in common. Hence, there was a need for a tool that ad-
dressed a broader spectrum of improvements. To prioritize which of the iden-
tified challenges to address and how they should be limited in an implemen-
tation the survey responses were summarized and formed the answer to the 
first research question:  

RQ1 
What are the main DevOps challenges that FM developers face?  

Based on 51 professional developers the answer is version control, 
deployment, testing, change logging. Here, deployment refers to file ope-
rations, file transfers and utilization of the recommended updating method; 
using the Data Migration Tool (DMT). Testing refers to unit, integration and 
regression testing capabilities.  
  
From this, 6 general high level functional requirement categories were defi-
ned and a developer tool was developed. fmOps consists of a macOS applica-
tion, a server-side engine and structural conventions. To evaluate the solution 
without third party developers an example project was applied to go through 
the same minimal set of activities that was the foundation for the common 
maturity baseline. From that 1) process flows, 2) challenge mitigations and 3) 
maturity assessments using two independent maturity models were compared 
to the baseline and the solutions from related work.  
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Based on this, the second research question can be answered: 

RQ2 
“How can the developed solution improve  
the general DevOps maturity of a team?” 

fmOps integrates a basic level of branching, version control, change logging, 
testing, automated deployment and simple monitoring capabilities that, ba-
sed on models, overall improves a team’s ability to practice DevOps. Specifi-
cally, the maturity models show that version control and branching is 
improved by 20-40%, testing by 30-60%, deployment by 30-40% and 
monitoring by 30%. Hence, the developers’ most requested functionalities 
have been addressed. For instance, the deployment process using DMT 
has been streamlined from originally 9 manual steps per tenant to 1 
manual step for all tenants. 

11.2. THREADS TO VALIDITY 

This summarizes the elaborated section on threads to validity in Section 9.1 
that identifies three main issues. 

11.2.1. EVALUATION METHOD 

The solution has not been tested by the target audience and therefore, the 
evaluation results of this study are only theoretical. Thus, it cannot be deri-
ved whether the solution would work for a team in practice.  

11.2.2. MATURITY MODELS 

To fit the scope of the thesis, the evaluation is only based on sub sets of ma-
turity models. First, it is not known whether evaluations that do not take the 
full aspects of their models into account are valid for evaluation and compari-
son. Second, the maturity models are not generally accepted models. 

11.2.3. DEVOPS 

DevOps is new and no generally accepted definition nor maturity models 
exist. Also, implementation of DevOps and utilization of DevOps tools is 
heavily dependent on a team’s ability to adapt the culture and mindset that it 
requires which is outside the scope of this thesis.  
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11.3. FUTURE WORK 

11.3.1. EVALUATE WITH DEVELOPERS 

As mentioned, the solution is only foundation for further development and 
distribution to FM developers. It will be relevant to see how the tool works in 
practice with real use cases. As the last question of the performed survey de-
velopers could enter their email address if they wanted to further contribute 
to the research. 21 developers chose to do so and a test phase strategy should 
be outlined to accommodate it.  

11.3.2. EXTENDED BRANCHING 

Branches could be extended to support individual or feature based develop-
ment branches that developers create themselves. Future work should inve-
stigate how CAUT could potentially be used to handle rapid merges via au-
tomatic compartmentalization of the current FMP12’s XML structure.  

11.3.3. VERSION CONTROL AND CHANGELOG AUTOMATION 

Version control and change logging could be automated utilizing FMP12’s XML 
representation. Future work should look into how existing XML parsers like 
Nokogiri [24] or fast-xml-parser [25] could be implemented.  

11.3.4. DEPLOYMENT CONCURRENCY 

The current implementation of DMT only supports a single migration process 
per server at a time. This is due to high memory utilization. Existing work 
[26] is available of a concurrent implementation of DMT. It should be investi-
gated how this could be integrated with fmOps.  

11.3.5. PATCHING 

Updating a sub part of a module can be achieved manually using CAUT.  
This allows live patching to FMP12  files’ data schemes using XML. However, 
future work should investigate how FMP12’s XML structure can be automati-
cally compartmentalized. This could potentially enable zero-downtime rol-
louts and support individual development branches with automated merges. 
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A.ACRONYMS 

FMP12 File format for UI, code and DB
A-API Admin API for FMS
AC Admin Console for FMS/FMC
API Application Programming Interface
App Application (or frontend)
ASR Architectural Significant Requirements
AST Abstract Syntax Tree (representation of a software program)
AWS Amazon Web Services
AUT Custom App Upgrade Tool
B2B Business-to-Business
B2C Business-to-Customer
CD Continuous Delivery
CDE Continuous Deployment 
CI Continuous Integration
CLI Comand Line Interface
A-CLI Comand Line Interface for FMS Admin Console
VM Virtual Machine
D-API Data API for FMS
DB Database (or backend)
DEV A server Type or FMP12 file State used in Development
DMT Data Migration Tool
EAR Encryption-at-Rest technology
EDS External Data Source
ERD Entity Relationship Diagram
SoC Separation of Concern
FDS FileMaker Developer Subscription
FM FileMaker
CRUD Database operations: Create, Read, Update, Delete
FMC FileMaker Cloud
FMP FileMaker Pro
FMS FileMaker Server
FTP File Transfer Protocol
IDE Integrated Development Environment
IaaS Infrastructure as a Service
MS Microservice
MVC Model View Controller
PROD A server Type or FMP12 file State used in Production
PaaS Platform as a Service
SCP Secure Copy Protocol (uses SSH)
SDK Software Development Kit
SOA Service Oriented Architecture
SSH Secure Shell
SaaS Software as a Service
UI User Interface
XML Extensible Markup Language
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B.ELABORATION OF MATURITY MODELS 

B.1. BUCENA 

B.1.1. FULL MODEL 

 
Figure B.1: Full Bucena DevOps Maturity Model.
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B.1.2. DEVOPS PRACTICES RELEVANT TO THE TECHNOLOGY AREA 

 
Figure B.2: DevOps Practices within Technology Area
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B.2. FEIJTER 

B.2.1. FULL MODEL 

 

B.2.2. FEIJTER’S FOCUS AREAS AND CAPABILITIES 

 

Figure B.3: Full Feijter DevOps Maturity Model.
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Figure B.4: Feijter’s capabilities.
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C.FM’S PROJECTIONAL LANGUAGE 

C.1. XML REPRESENTATION 

This section shows how code in the FMP Script Workspace is stored and rep-
resented in XML. 
 Figure C.1 shows an example of a code line containing an if statement 
with the following conditions: $$operation = “OPEN” or $$operation = “CLOSE”

 
Figure C.2 splits up the code in four parts: 

• Red: line number 
• White: code line 
• Orange: if statement 
• Yellow: condition statement 

 
Figure C.3 shows how code is stored and represented in XML. 

 
The white marking of True controls whether the code line is enabled og com-
mented out or not. 

Figure C.1: Example of if statement in FM’s projectional code.

Figure C.2: Compartmentalizing of the projectional elements in FM code.

Figure C.3: XML representation of FMP12 file.
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C.2. EDITOR 

To demonstrate the concept of how code maps directly to the data model the 
below figure shows a simple example of some code looping over a JSON object 
and creating records in a ScriptTest table in the database: 

 
The Yellow box with the script step Go To Layout[] controls how the state of 
the script is changed. Here, the script changes its state into a @ScriptTest 
Layout based on the ScriptTest table in the database. The blue boxes show 
examples of how code can control actions on the data model. New Record crea-
tes a new record in the table and Set Field[] assigns a value to a field in the 
table. Here, the fields FK_ModuleTest and ScriptName within the ScriptTest 
table is assigned values from local $test_id and $scripts variables. This is 
how code is directly mapped to the data model.  
 Below is an example of how scripts can call other scripts, and conceptu-
ally this reminds of the concept of a method calling a method. The following 
code shows a script handling a login functionality. Local variables $user and 
$pass ($ prefix) are passed as parameters to a script login(user, pass) that 
exist in another FMP12 file referenced as controller. Wait for completion 
handles asynchrony and the returned result is saved in a local variable $re-
sult. If error, the script changes its state to the Login Layout based on a LO-
CAL_user table in order to clear the fields username and password. A messa-
ge is then saved as a global variable $$msg ($$ prefix). Exit Script[] breaks 
the script and can return a result. 

Figure C.4: Example of FM’s Script Editor.
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Figure C.5: Example of FM scripts calling sub scripts.
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D.COMMON FM DEPLOYMENT MODELS 

This section describes the most common FM deployment models. Five diffe-
rent methods are generally practiced in combination, and an additional newer 
approach is maturing [19].  

D.1. LIVE DEVELOPMENT 

Live Development is practiced by 51% of developers (see Appendix E.2.14). It 
is the practice of performing modifications on the live hosted production file. 
This obviously has serious quality implications but is the easiest way to qui-
ckly perform changes to a system without the hassle of the current manual 
file replacement and migration process [19].  

D.2. MANUAL (PIECEMEAL) DEPLOYMENT 

Manual Development is practiced by 35% of developers (see Appendix E.2.14). 
It is the practice of developing in a copy of the hosted file, taking detailed 
notes of what was edited and then recreate those changes in the live hosted 
file. For the developers that practice this method it becomes an advantage 
that changes can be deployed independently. However, it is frustrating, time 
consuming and error prone because it is a manual process [19]. It also is not 
scalable because this has to be done manually for every similar file that needs 
to be updated.  

D.3. DATA SEPARATION MODEL 

Practicing the Data Separation Model approach is more of an architecture 
choice that has deployment advantages. 12% of developers believe it is suffi-
cient to only utilize this model to mitigate deployment challenges (see Appen-
dix E.2.14). This approach suggest to separate the concerns of UI and Data. 
Most likely by having a single UI file and one or multiple Data files. The ar-
chitecture omits the controller because either FMP or FMS and the under-
laying technologies act as the controller. If changes have been made to the UI, 
the UI file can just be replaced without impacting the Data files. If the upda-
ted file has modifications to the data scheme this method would need to be 
combined with either Import Records (see Appendix D.4) or DMT (see Appen-
dix D.5) in order to move data from the old file to the new.  
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D.4. IMPORT RECORDS 

14% of developers practice this method for their updating process (see Ap-
pendix E). This method requires that development happens on a copy of the 
hosted file. Upon deployment the development file should be cloned and mo-
ved to the production server. Next, it should replace the current hosted file. 
Because clones are empty the data from the old hosted file will have to be 
moved into the new file. To do this, a build-in function Import Records can 
be used. However, it is slow and error prone because it requires manual map-
ping of tables between the two files [19]. Hence, this is hard to automate. For 
instance, if during development the name of a field og table in the database 
was changed this would have to be manually remapped within the business 
logic handling the import command.  

D.5. DATA MIGRATION TOOL 

The Data Migration Tool (DMT) [17] is a command line (CLI) tool that moves 
table and other file data between two files. It can be viewed as an improved 
and more efficient approach of the Import Records and is practiced by 43% of 
developers (see Appendix E.2.14). Like above, this method requires that mo-
difications have happened in a copy of the hosted file. And similarly, a clone 
of this should be transferred to the destination server. It is the recommended 
method to update an FMP12 file because it is fast and reliable because it does 
not map tables and fields based on their names, but instead using IDs [19]. 
Despite its potential, many FM developers do not feel comfortable using CLI 
tools  

D.6. APP UPGRADE TOOL 

Another new method is evolving which involves use of an XML translation of 
the FMP12 file. This method uses the Custom App Upgrade Tool (CUAT) [18]  
to push a patch to an existing hosted file by directly modifying the underlying 
XML scheme via CLI without any downtime needed. However, this is current-
ly in a developer preview and not yet recommended to be used in production. 
Furthermore, the current XML output structure requires extensive manual 
efforts for developers to compartmentalize into standalone XML files which is 
required for the patching process to work.  
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E.CLARIS COMMUNITY SURVEY 

E.1. SURVEY STRUCTURE 

The survey was shared in the official Claris community forum and two Lin-
kedIn groups. The survey was created using Google Forms. 
 In total, 51 responded. All questions where optional, and therefore a re-
sponse amount is stated for each graph. Also, multiple answers could be given 
for most of the questions because it would be unlikely that developers could 
only choose a single one. Therefore, percentage totals are not 100%. 

E.2. SURVEY RESPONSES 

This section summarizes the answers to the most important findings.  

E.2.1. COUNTRY (34 RESPONSES) 

 

E.2.2. HOW MANY FM DEVELOPERS IN YOUR ORGANIZATION 

 

USA
UK

Belgium
Mexico

Italy
Austria
Serbia

New Zealand
Australia

Sweden
Romania

Canada
Denmark

3 6 9 12

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

3

4

12

Figure E.1: Country distribution (34 responses)

10+ devs
6-10 devs

2-3 devs
1 dev

12,5 % 25 % 37,5 % 50 %

41 %

30 %

12 %

16 %

Figure E.2: Amount of devs/organization (49 responses)
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E.2.3. HOW MANY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE DO YOU HAVE WITH FM DEVELOP-
MENT? 

 

E.2.4. HOW ARE YOU HOSTING YOUR SOLUTIONS? 

 

E.2.5. HOW DO YOU DEVELOP SOLUTIONS FOR? 

 

E.2.6. HOW MANY SOLUTIONS DO YOU REGULARLY MAINTAIN? 

 

E.2.7. HOW DO YOU ADMINISTRATE YOUR DIFFERENT SOLUTIONS?  

 

20+ years
11-20 years

1-10 years
9,5 % 19 % 28,5 % 38 %

27 %

38 %

35 %

Figure E.3: Years of experience (51 responses)

FileMaker Server (FMS)
FileMaker Cloud (FMC)

Local distribution/installation
25 % 50 % 75 % 100 %

6 %

20 %

96 %

Figure E.4: Hosting (50 responses)

Paying clients
In-house people/departments

Non-profit organizations
Other

22,5 % 45 % 67,5 % 90 %

4 %

37 %

41 %

82 %

Figure E.5: Clients (51 responses)

50+
21-50
11-20

6-10
3-5
1-2

7,5 % 15 % 22,5 % 30 %

6 %

29 %

17 %

25 %

10 %

6 %

Figure E.6: Amount of projects (49 responses)

Admin Console
Admin CLI
Admin API

Other
Own solution utilizing FM APIs

25 % 50 % 75 % 100 %

6 %

16 %

29 %

41 %

94 %

Figure E.7: FMS administration (51 responses)
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E.2.8. IN WHAT AREAS ARE YOUR MAIN DEVOPS CHALLENGES? 

 

E.2.9. HOW DO YOU GENERALLY FEEL ABOUT FILEMAKER? 

 

E.2.10. HOW DO YOU DESIGN THE ARCHITECTURE OF YOUR SOLUTIONS?  

 

E.2.11. HOW DO YOU DOCUMENT CHANGES TO YOUR SOLUTIONS?  

 

Version control
Moving files between servers

File operations: Cloning, activating/deactivating, backups and EAR
Regression testing

Migration (DMT)
Change logging

I do not know what DevOps is
FMS monitoring

Other
We have no challenges

12,5 % 25 % 37,5 % 50 %

9 %

12 %

21 %

22 %

27 %

30 %

34 %

36 %

38 %

41 %

Figure E.8: Summary of 
FM developers’ main 

challenges  
(45 responses)

I do not need rules, structures and conventions

I would like more rules, structures and conventions
7,5 % 15 % 22,5 % 30 %

12 %

18 %

29 %

24 %

18 %

Figure E.9: Structure (51 responses)

Single file for UI and Data
Single UI file and multiple Data files

Single UI file and single Data file
I have never heard of SoC
We follow SoC principles

15 % 30 % 45 % 60 %

6 %

14 %

20 %

22 %

60 %

Figure E.10: Architecture design (51 responses)

As comments in scripts
Manual log outside of FMP

Inside the solution files
We don't - too time consuming

17,5 % 35 % 52,5 % 70 %

8 %
22 %

41 %
65 %

Figure E.11: Summary of FM developers’ main DevOps  
(49 responses)
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E.2.12. HOW DO YOU PRACTICE VERSION CONTROL OF YOUR SOLUTIONS? 

 

E.2.13. HOW DO YOU TEST YOUR SOLUTIONS? 

 

E.2.14. HOW DO YOU UPDATE/DEPLOY A NEW VERSION OF A HOSTED FILE? 

 

E.2.15. HOW DO YOU MOVE FILES BETWEEN SERVERS? 

 

Within filename
We do not have the need

Global variable within file
Using folders

Other
Git using XML representation

10 % 20 % 30 % 40 %

2 %
12 %
12 %

26 %
30 %

32 %

Figure E.12: Version control (50 responses)

Only using debugger
Manual unit/regression testing

Only by testing functionality manually
We do not know how to automate regression testing

Automated unit/regression testing
Other

What is unit/regression testing?
17,5 % 35 % 52,5 % 70 %

8 %
10 %
10 %

18 %
19 %
20 %

67 %

Figure E.13: Testing (49 responses)

Live Development
DMT

Manual Development
Import Records

Data Separation Model only
Own tool utilizing FM APis

Other
Using Otto

Using 360Deploy
15 % 30 % 45 % 60 %

2 %
2 %

6 %
6 %

12 %
14 %

35 %
43 %

51 %

Figure E.14: Deployment (50 responses)

Remote Desktop App
Downloading from AC and uploading through FMP

SSH/SCP
Other

FTP
We do not operate more than a single server

15 % 30 % 45 % 60 %

10 %
14 %

18 %
39 %

46 %
58 %

Figure E.15: File moving (50 responses)
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E.2.16. HOW MANY SERVERS DO YOU REGULARLY MONITOR? 

 

E.2.17. HOW DO YOU MONITOR YOUR SERVERS AND FILES? 

 

E.2.18. HOW WILL YOU IMPLEMENT AUTOMATION IN THE FUTURE? 

 

0
1-2
3-5

6-10
11-30

30+
10 % 20 % 30 % 40 %

10 %
12 %

14 %
39 %

18 %
6 %

Figure E.16: Amount of servers (49 responses)

FMS Admin Console (AC)
Other

Zabbix
We have build our own tool utilizing FM APIs

17,5 % 35 % 52,5 % 70 %

8 %
12 %

14 %
65 %

Figure E.17: Monitoring (50 responses)

We will build our own tools utilizing FM APIs and FM CLI tools
We are looking at existing 3rd party automation tools for FM

We are not interested in automating our processes
We cannot find any automation tools for FM

We have build our own tools utilizing FM APIs and FM CLIs
We already use Otto

We already use 360Deploy
350 % 700 % 1.050 % 1.400 %

1

1

2

4

9

9

14

Figure E.18: Future  
(41 responses)
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F.EXPLORATION OF RELATED WORK 

The complete investigated set of related work is shown in Table F.1. Other 
tools does exist, but they did not seem to fit the scope of DevOps and thus 
would not mitigate enough challenges.  

Product Developer Focus area

Otto Gheist Interactive Deployment optimization

360Deploy Prometheus Systems Consulting, LCC Deployment optimization

YADMT Soliant Consulting, Inc. Deployment optimization

Inspector Pro Beezwax Datatools, Inc Change comparison & monitoring

FMPerception Gheist Interactive Change comparison

FM Version Kempen Automatisering Change comparison

FMDiff Jürgen Geßwein Change comparison

Table F.1: Complete list of related work
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F.1. COMPLETE MITIGATION OVERVIEW 

Table F.2 shows the total overview of challenges and related mitigations. 

ID Areas Otto 360Dep. YADMT Ins. Pro FMPer. FM Ver. FMDiff

CO.1 SS - - - - - - -

CO.2 SS - - - - - - -

CO.3 PE - - - - - - -

CO.4 SS, TC - - - - - - -

CO.5 SS, PE, TC - - - - - - -

CO.6 SS, PE, TC - - - SS, TC SS, TC SS, TC SS, TC

CO.7 TC - TC

CO.8 SS, PE - - - - - - -

BU.1 SS, PE, TC - - - - (TC) - -

TE.1 SS, PE, TC - - - - - - -

RE.1 SS, PE - PE - - - - -

RE.2 SS, PE, TC - - - - - - -

RE.3 PE PE PE - - - - -

DE.1 SS, PE SS, PE SS, PE - - - - -

DE.2 PE PE PE - - - - -

DE.3 PE PE PE - - - -

DE.4 PE PE PE - - - -

DE.5 PE PE PE PE - - - -

DE.6 PE, TC PE, TC - PE, TC - - - -

DE.7 PE PE PE - - - - -

DE.8 PE PE PE - - - - -

DE.9 PE PE PE - - - - -

OP.1 PE, TC - - - - - - -

OP.2 TC - - - TC (TC) (TC) -

OP.3 PE - - - - - - -

OP.4 PE - - - - - - -

MO.1 PE, TC - - - - - - -

MO.2 PE - - - - - - -

MO.3 PE (PE) - - - - - -

Table F.2: Complete list of related work, challenges and mitigations
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F.2. RELEVANCY CRITERIA 

Otto  and 360Deploy  are relevant because of the vast focus on deployment 11 12

mitigation. Although being redundantly presented in the report they are both 
included because they are the most well known tools among FM developers . 
Also, their respective developers are well known in the community and regu-
larly presenters of Claris webinars and keynotes.  
 YADMT is a C# CLI tool that optimizes the existing DMT tool by paral-
lelizing migration processes [26]. While adding efficiency it has been left out 
because it only serves a sub process of the migration activity that would not 
make a visible difference in DevOps maturity according to the applied ma-
turity models.  
 Inspector Pro is a prominent tool for tracking changes, development re-
gress and software quality. It has a very narrow focus on change logging and 
development transparency and increases maturity in that specific area. Thus, 
it is included.  
 FMPerception, FMVersion and FMDiff provide the same overall value in 
tracking changes and getting insights. They have been left out because the do 
not provide more value than Inspector Pro and nor has unique features over 
Inspector Pro. They all utilize a default manual functionality in FMP that 
exports a summary “DDR” of the FMP12 file as XML (see Appendix C.1). This 
summary.xml represents the whole file and can be analyzed to show the diffe-
rences between files. There is no standard approach because the XML struc-
ture is not optimized for it and thus every tool has developed its own imple-
mentation of analyzing the XML. For example, FMVersion uses Nokogiri for 
XML parsing [24]. On a side note, FM Version do differ in a slight area that it 
supports showing code changes as raw text comparisons. This is not possible 
in the other tools. 

 https://www.geistinteractive.com/products/otto-automated-filemaker-datamigration-develo11 -
per-operations/ 

 https://360works.com/filemaker-deploy-versions/12

https://www.geistinteractive.com/products/otto-automated-filemaker-datamigration-developer-operations/
https://www.geistinteractive.com/products/otto-automated-filemaker-datamigration-developer-operations/
https://www.geistinteractive.com/products/otto-automated-filemaker-datamigration-developer-operations/
https://360works.com/filemaker-deploy-versions/
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G.FMOPS DOCUMENTATION 

G.1. SETUP AND CONFIGURATION 

To get up and running there are several steps to be completed. Some steps are simple 
and fast while some are more advanced and time consuming. Most existing developer 
teams might however already have the more advanced and time consuming steps com-
pleted as part of their existing infrastructure. Table G.1 shows the high-level configura-
tion steps of a new (A+B) and existing infrastructure (B). 

G.1.1. SETTING UP A DEVELOPMENT SERVER AND CONFIGURING FMS 

Setting up fmOps from scratch without having an existing FileMaker infrastructu-
re requires a server administrator to handle A.1-A.4 for each server or  server clu-
ster.  

• A.1: Setting up a physical server or a virtual machine. Many teams pre-
fer setting up a VM at a hosting provider like AWS, Google Cloud or 
Azure because it offers easy setup, maintenance and scaling. FMS 
requires an Intel based board with either macOS Server, Windows 
Server or Linux CentOS. 

# Description Complexity

A.1 Configure server/VM and OS 3-6 hours

A.2 Purchase domain and SSL 1-2 days

A.3 Configure Firewall and SSH/SCP 1-3 hours

A.4 Install FMS 1-3 hours

B.1 Purchase fmOps < 1 hour

B.2 Configure FMS < 1 hour

B.3 Install FMDataMigration < 1 hour

B.4 Install macOS App < 1 hour

B.5 Create user account < 1 hour

B.6 Create organization < 1 hour

B.7 Configure environment < 1 hour

Table G.1
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• A.2: In order to easily and securely host and connect to hosted files it 
is required for every server or cluster of servers to have a public do-
main name and SSL certificate setup. 

• A.3: In order for FMS to communicate with internal and external ser-
vices  port 443 (HTTPS) is required open. In order to allow communi-
cation between FMP12 files port 5003 (GIOP) is required open. To al-
low communication with the FMS Admin Console and FMS Admin 
API port 16000 and 16002 is required open. Lastly, in order for fmOps 
to transfer files between servers an SSH/SCP service is required to be 
installed and opened in the firewall. For instance OpenSSH using port 
22.  

• A.4: Install FileMaker Server . This step involves installing the server 13

software, activating the Data API and connecting the domain and SSL 
certificate.  

G.1.2. CONFIGURING FMOPS 

• B.1: fmOps will be available through the Developer Tools category of 
Claris Marketplace . Upon purchase an email with download links to 14

at the macOS app, a zip file and a PDF guide will be delivered.  

• B.2: The zip file contains the following folders and files that will have 
to be installed on the servers in order for fmOps to work: 

thesystem_backend/
├── DEV/
│   ├── engine/
│   │   └── fmOps_engine.fmp12
│   ├── resources/
│   │   ├── App_template.fmp12
│   │   ├── DB_template.fmp12
│   │   └── MS_template.fmp12
│   └── fms19_settings.settings
└── PROD/
    ├── Migration/
    │   ├── clone/
    │   ├── source/
    │   └── target/  
    └── fms19_settings.settings  

• The DEV/ folder is for the single Development server. This is the 
required server that hosts the DevOps engine and controls the en-
vironment.  

 https://help.claris.com/en/server-installation-configuration-guide/13

 https://marketplace.claris.com/category/25.html14

https://marketplace.claris.com/category/25.html
https://help.claris.com/en/server-installation-configuration-guide/
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• The engine/ folder should be copied into: 
 
$fms-path/Data/Databases/ 
└── engine/ 
    └── fmOps_engine.fmp12 

• The fms19_settings.settings  for DEV  servers include script 
schedules that the DevOps engine uses to perform the supported 
operations. Loading the settings through the FMS Admin Conso-
le ! Configuration ! Script Schedules ! Load installs the fol-
lowing scripts into: 
 
$fms-path/Data/Scripts/ 
├── refreshAll 
├── updateModuleStats 
├── BACKUP_fmdb.bat 
├── BACKUP_fmdb_clone.bat 
├── MOVE_fmdb.bat 
├── MOVE_fmdb_backup.bat 
├── REMOVE_fmdb.bat 
└── DEPLOY_fmdb_clone.bat 

• The PROD/ folder is for all other servers that hosts apps or services 
for end users. For instance Beta and Production servers.  

• The Migration/ folder creates the infrastructure need for 
deployment and data migration operations that are automatically 
run by the DevOps engine. The folder should be copied into: 
 
$fms-path/Data/ 
└── Migration/ 
    ├── clone/ 
    ├── source/ 
    └── target/ 

• The fms19_settings.settings for PROD servers include  a 
single script schedule used to handle automatic data migration 
upon file deployment. Loading the settings through the FMS 
Admin Console ! Configuration ! Script Schedules ! Load in-
stalls the following script into: 
 
$fms-path/Data/Scripts/ 
└── migrate.bat 

• B.3: Requiring a FileMaker Developer Subscription (FDS)  the Data 15

Migration Tool (DMT) can be downloaded from the Claris Communi-

 https://store.claris.com/product/FDS15

https://store.claris.com/product/FDS
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ty. The downloaded fm_data_migration_19/ folder including con-
tent should be copied into the newly generated Migrations/ folder of 
every PROD server: 
 
$fms-path/Data/Migrations/  
├── clone/  
├── source/  
├── target/  
└── fm_data_migration_19/  
    ├── FMDataMigration.exe  
    └── ... 

• B.4: Every developer will have to download the macOS app from the 
link in the email. The app is an FMP12 file that can be stored anywhere 
on the developer’s computer. In order for the FileMaker Pro IDE to 
automatically use fmOps every developer needs to go to Preferences ! 
Application ! at startup, open file and choose the  
.fmOps_engine.fmp12. 
 

 

• B.5: Opening the app shows a login screen where new users can create 
an account and existing users can login. 
 

Figure G.1: [B.5] Login screen of the fmOps macOS app.
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• B.6: If a logged in user is not part of any organization the user is pre-
sented with a setup guide. An organization can have multiple users and 
a single environment. The user can create an organization or wait until 
being added by another member. 
 
 

 

• B.7a: If a user is associated with an organization but no environment 
exists for that organization the user is presented with the last setup 

Figure G.2 [B.6]: Organization setup step in the fmOps macOS app.

Figure G.3 [B.7]: Environment setup step in the fmOps app.
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step. An organization can only have a single environment but an en-
vironment can host multiple projects. To setup an environment all pre-
vious steps A.1-A.4 and B.1-B.6 must have been completed.  
 

 

• B.7b: The Configure Environment button will open the Settings win-
dow  showing the Configure Environment process within the Servers 
tab. This will only have to be configured once by a single member of 
the organization, although this process is similar to how Production 
servers are later added to the environment. Entering the required in-
formation about the Development server will create and connect an 

Figure G.4 [B.7b]: Configuring an environment in the Settings of the fmOps ma-
cOS app.
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environment for the organization. More practically, this will connect 
every developer’s macOS app to the Environment controller; Engine.  

• Role: fmOps currently supports four different server roles: 

• a single DEV Development server type runs FMS and acts as the 
core environment engine and hosts files that are in development 
and testing states. This is the required server that we setup in this 
step. 

• a single BETA Production server type runs FMS and hosts any 
type of pre-release files for either internal testing purposes or 
external pilot projects used by beta testers. 

• PROD Production server types run FMS and acts as either inde-
pendent servers or within a cluster of other PROD servers. 

• CLOUD Production server types run FMC and acts as indepen-
dent servers managed by Claris Inc. 

• Short Name: This friendly name is auto generated on behalf of the 
server role. A number is appended to PROD and CLOUD roles 
because an environment might consist of several of those servers.  

• Long Name: This name is an auto generated identifier that combi-
nes the server number, data center location and data center provi-
der. 

• Type: For the sake of simplicity the infrastructure currently only 
supports Development and Production server types . 16

• Platform: The Operating System on which FMS/FMC runs . 17

• Public Domain: The public domain of the server used for all com-
munication and SSL certificates. 

• Provider: Abbreviation of the provider hosting the server used to 
generate Long Name. 

• Location: Geographic location used to generate Long Name. 

• OS Admin Username/Password: The admin username and pas-
sword of the operating system used for authentication in backgro-
und operations that transfer files between servers. 

• FMS Admin Username/Password: The admin account for FMS 
used for authentication in background operations that communica-
tes with the FMS Admin API. 

 Test and others might be added in the future.16

 Currently only Windows Server and Linux CentOS is supported.17
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G.2. CREATING A PROJECT 

Having completed all necessary configuration we are met with a welcome screen 
showing our startup’s projects. 

 

 
As we just configured the environment we do not have any projects. Let's go ahead 
and press ! to create a project for KARL. This triggers the window Create Project  

Figure G.5 [B.8a]: Projects welcome screen in fmOps showing all projects a user 
participate in.
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Only little information is required to create a project: 

• Name: A unique name of the project within the environment. The 
name is used to create infrastructure like folders and future related file 
names on the Development server in order for the DevOps engine to 
be able to handle files. 

• Shared Project Encryption Key: Hosted files are required to be en-
crypted using FileMaker’s built-in AES-256 Encryption at Rest (EAR) 
technology . In order for the DevOps engine to automatically handle 18

authentication within operations on multiple interconnected files it 
makes sense to have a shared key for all files within a project. To ac-
complish this, besides using the same encryption key a shared encryp-
tion ID will also have to be used in the file encryption process. 

• Encryption Key: A secret password with 0-100 characters. The key 
will never be visibly available to any user. It can only be automatically 
fetched by the fmOps engine as part of background operations. If lost 
there will be no way to recover files encrypted with that key. 

Figure G.6 [B.8b]: Creating a new project from the Projects overview in fmOps

 https://support.claris.com/s/article/Using-Encryption-At-Rest-EAR-functionality-with-FileMaker-18

products-1503693029211?language=en_US

https://support.claris.com/s/article/Using-Encryption-At-Rest-EAR-functionality-with-FileMaker-products-1503693029211?language=en_US
https://support.claris.com/s/article/Using-Encryption-At-Rest-EAR-functionality-with-FileMaker-products-1503693029211?language=en_US
https://support.claris.com/s/article/Using-Encryption-At-Rest-EAR-functionality-with-FileMaker-products-1503693029211?language=en_US
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• Encryption ID: The encryption ID is a shared identifier that is auto-
matically passed for authentication processes and is not secret. 

Having created the project the Projects list now shows our project KARL. 

 Figure G.7: Welcome
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G.3. CREATING AN FMS MODULE 

Navigate to the Configurations tab in the Project Workspace. From the Module 
Sidebar we click the + button to create our first module. 
 

 

This triggers the Create Module in project KARL window: 

 

As the first module for KARL we want to create a foundation backend called main 
(not to be confused by the meaning of main in other programming frameworks). 

Figure G.8

Figure G.9 [B.9] Creating a module in fmOps
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• Name: The name of the module. The name is used in environment in-
frastructure and as file name prefix and thus cannot later be changed.  

• Start Version: The first version of the module. 

• Type: A module can be of type App (web or iOS front-end module), 
DB (integrated back-end module) or MS (back-end module acting as 
independent microservice). 

• Destination: A module can serve one of two platforms. The FMS desti-
nation describes modules that are hosted on FMS. This can be any 
module type and they can only be accessed remotely. Modules for iOS 
require using the FileMaker iOS App SDK to integrate as local resour-
ces to an Xcode project. This requires that the iOS modules are stored 
locally on the developer’s computer. While hosted FMS modules can be 
modified by multiple simultaneous developers local iOS modules can 
only be modified from the computer on which they are stored and thus 
multi-user development of iOS modules is not supported.  

• Scope: A module can have the scope of Pool (multi-tenant) or Silo 
(single-tenant). A Pool module is a single resource that is shared 
among all tenants. A Silo module is a copy of a resource that is pri-
vate to each tenant. Hence, Silos exist in parallel.  

• Encryption: Select whether or not to use the Shared Project Encryption 
Key for the EAR process.  

• Friendly Identifier: A friendly unique identifier combining module 
name, module type and version. 

The Create Module button generates and launches an empty mainDB 0.1.0 modu-
le based on the resources/DB_template.fmp12 file on the Development Server 
and moves it to the Sample Branch lane within the Branches tab. 

 Figure G.10
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H.LOW-LEVEL SOLUTION ARCHITECTURE 

H.1. IMPLEMENTATION ERD 

 
Figure H.1: fmOps implementation ERD
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H.2. CODE BASE 

H.2.1. CONTROLLERS AND SUBCONTROLLERS 

 

 

H.2.2. MODELS 
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